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#63: Collective behaviors of cells and lives 
modelled as self-propelled particles
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64 | 物理学 70の不思議

63 自走する粒子系としての細胞や生物集団のふるまい
混雑した駅の通路や交差点を歩いているうちに，行き交

う人の流れに自然と「レーン」が形成されていることに気
づくことがある．こうしたヒトの群集に限らず，動物の群
れや微生物の集団を観察してみると，何かに命令されるこ
となく，運動の様子や配置・配列に，ある種のパターンや
構造が自発的に現れる例がいくつも見つかる（図左：バク
テリア（枯草菌）が集団運動している様子）．
互いに影響し合いながら運動する同種の粒子や要素が呈

する巨視的なふるまいを知り，その背後にある数理的な共
通性や差異を明らかにするのは，統計物理の重要なテーマ
の 1つである．細胞や動物，人工的な移動物体である自動
車など，自ら運動する粒子や物体を「同種の粒子」とみな
し，自己駆動粒子系やアクティブマターとよんで，その多
体的・統計的なふるまいを明らかにしようという試みが広
がっている．自己駆動粒子系は複雑でその例は多岐にわた
るため，それらをすっきりと分類することは難しい．一般
に，粒子自体が異方的で，エネルギー散逸と注入をともな
い，粒子間の実効的な相互作用に作用・反作用の法則が成
り立たない．また，局所的なゆらぎが緩和せず系全体にお
よび，疎密や対流，渦などが自己組織される（図右：竜巻

状の鳥（ムクドリ）の渦巻き）などの点において，アクティ
ブではない粒子の系とはふるまいが大きく異なる．
ゆらぎをともないながら自走する粒子を単純化した数理

モデルとして，ビチェックモデル（Vicsek model）がよく調
べられている．周囲と進行方向をそろえようとする効果と
ゆらぎとの競合によって，運動方向の秩序が不連続的に相
転移することが知られている．はじめはランダムに歩行し
ていた昆虫の集団が，ある密度を超えると 1方向に行進を
はじめる現象などが，このモデルでよく説明できるという
報告もある．こうした研究によって，生物や人工物の「群
れ」の数理的な理解が進みつつある．



Major categories of self-propelled particles

Dry particles
in which hydrodynamics is not important

ex. flock of birds

Wet particles
in which hydrodynamics plays crucial role

ex. school of fish
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Active Brownian particle
An active Brownian particle (ABP)  is  a model of self-propelled motion in a dissipative
environment.[1][2] It is a nonequilibrium generalization of a Brownian particle.

The self-propulsion results from a force that acts on the particle's center of mass and points in
the  direction  of  an  intrinsic  body  axis  (the  particle  orientation).[2]  It  is  common  to  treat
particles as spheres, though other shapes (such as rods) have also been studied.[3][4] Both the
center of mass and the direction of the propulsive force are subjected to white noise,  which
contributes a diffusive component to the overall dynamics. In its simplest version, the dynamics
is overdamped and the propulsive force has constant magnitude, so that the magnitude of the
velocity is likewise constant (speed-up to terminal velocity is instantaneous).

The term active Brownian particle usually refers to this simple model and its straightforward
extensions, though some authors have used it for more general self-propelled particle models.
[4][5]

A  special  variant  of  active  Brownian  motion  is  seen  in  bacteria  like  Myxococcus  xanthus,
Pseudomonas  putida, Pseudoalteromonas  haloplanktis,  Shewanella  putrefaciens,
Pseudomonas citronellolis, where they undergo complete directional reversals in addition to
the  usual  active  Brownian  motion  like  dynamics.  They  are  popularly  called  direction
reversing active Brownian particles (DRABP)[6].

Equations of motion
Behavior
See also
Notes
Sources

Mathematically, an active Brownian particle is described by its center of mass coordinates  and
a  unit  vector  giving  the  orientation.  In  two  dimensions,  the  orientation  vector  can  be
parameterized by the 2D polar angle , so that . The equations of motion in
this case are the following stochastic differential equations:

where
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A popular dry particles: Active Brownian particles
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• MIPS: Cates, Tailleur, Ann. Rev. Cond. Matt. 6, 219 (2015)
• Omar, Klymko, GrandPre, Geissler, PRL 126, 188002 (2021)

[26–32], where the relationship between MIPS and crys-
tallization is obscured by complications that long muddied
the nature of freezing even for hard disks at equilibrium
[33,34]. We instead construct phase diagrams for active
Brownian hard spheres in 3D, where the order-disorder
transition is straightforward in the equilibrium limit. These
results reveal that the crystallization coexistence region in
fact expands with increasing activity, engulfing the MIPS
phase boundary everywhere except for a narrow range of
control parameters. Slightly above the critical activity, the
solid-fluid phase boundary intersects the liquid-gas bino-
dal, forming an active triple point where solid, liquid, and
gas may coexist. The proximity of the triple and critical
points renders nearly the entirety of the MIPS phase
boundary metastable, with solid-fluid coexistence being
the globally stable configuration. The frequent observation
of liquid-gas coexistence (and its apparent stability) is due
to the remarkably narrow region of the phase diagram
where nucleation of an active crystal from a disordered
fluid can be readily observed. By locating these regions, we
are able to identify the rate-limiting features of the active
crystal nucleation landscape.
Model system.—We consider the simplest active system

that captures the equilibrium crystallization limit for
vanishing activity: 3D active Brownian hard spheres.
Each of the N particles experiences three forces: a
drag force −ζ _x proportional to the particle velocity _x, a
conservative (pairwise) interparticle force FC½xN ", where
xN is the set of all particle positions, and an active
self-propelling force FA ¼ ζU0q. The particle orientations
q independently obey diffusive 3D rotary dynamics
_q ¼ Ω × q where the stochastic angular velocity has mean
0 and variance hΩðtÞΩð0Þi ¼ 2=τRδðtÞI and τR is the
characteristic reorientation time. We take the interparticle
force FC½xN ; ε; σ" to result from a Weeks-Chandler-
Anderson potential [35] (characterized by a Lennard-
Jones diameter σ and energy ε) and take ζU0, σ, and τR
to be the characteristic units of force, length, and time,
respectively. The overdamped Langevin equation for the
dimensionless velocity _̄x naturally follows as

_̄x ¼ l0

σ
ðqþ F̄C½x̄N ;S"Þ; ð1Þ

where l0 ¼ U0τR. The dimensionless force F̄C depends on
the reduced positions x̄N and is fully characterized by the
“stiffness” parameter S ≡ ε=ðζU0σÞ.
Despite our use of a continuous potential, the hard-

sphere limit is very closely approached in these simula-
tions. Lacking translational Brownian motion (which
attenuates the influence of activity on the phase behavior
[36]), and inertia (which also profoundly alters active phase
behavior [37]), these particles strictly exclude volume with
a diameter d set by S. Continuous repulsions act only at
distances between d and 21=6σ, a range that quickly
becomes negligible as S increases. We use a stiffness

S ¼ 50 for which d=ð21=6σÞ ¼ 0.9997, effectively achiev-
ing hard-sphere statistics. Holding S to remain in this
hard-sphere limit, the system state is independent of the active
force magnitude and is fully described by two geometric
parameters: the volume fraction ϕ ¼ Nπð21=6σÞ3=6V and the
dimensionless intrinsic run length l0=σ.
All simulations were conducted with a minimum of

54000 particles using HOOMD-blue [38,39].
Phase diagram.—The phase diagram of 3D active hard

spheres is presented in Fig. 1. Initially homogeneous [39]
systems prepared within the liquid-gas binodal are often
observed to spontaneously phase separate, the widely
reported MIPS. For all activities within the 3D MIPS phase
boundary, the coexisting phases differ only in density,
appearing to share precisely the same symmetry, shown
in Fig. 1(b). More quantitatively, Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show the
probability distribution of local density to be bimodal, while
q12 (the per-particle Steinhardt-Nelson-Ronchetti order

FIG. 1. (a) Phase diagram of 3D active hard spheres, with the
critical region magnified in the inset. For ðl0=σ ¼ 50;ϕ ¼ 0.5Þ,
(b) representative configurations of liquid-gas and solid-fluid
coexistence. Corresponding probability distributions for (c) local
volume fraction (using particle Voronoi volumes), and (d) q12
(which takes a value of q12 ≈ 0.6 for perfect fcc order and
q12 ≈ 0.3 for a disordered fluid). (e) Global symmetry parameter
Q12 as a function of time for both coexistence scenarios.
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Another popular dry particles: Vicsek model
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• Tamás Vicsek et al., PRL 75, 1226 (1986)に揃えようとする．ただし，平均の向きに完全に
揃えることはできず，ある程度のゆらぎがあると
する．簡単のため，以下では特に断らない限り，周
期境界条件をもつ L×Lの 2次元空間で考えるこ
ととする．3次元以上への拡張は簡単である．

定義 1（Vicsekモデル）

θt+1
j = arg

∑

k∼j

eiθ
t
k + ηtj (1)

rt+1
j = rtj + v0eθt+1

j
(2)

時間発展の 1ステップを単位時間とした．rtj と θtj
は j 番目の個体の時刻 t における位置と向きを，
eθt+1

j
は θt+1

j 方向の単位ベクトルを，argは複素
数の偏角を表す．ηtjは，区間 [−η/2,−η/2]上に一
様分布するホワイトノイズである．和の範囲 k ∼ j

は jから相互作用半径R内に存在する粒子（自分
を含む）について和を取ることを示している．
以下では，この単純化されたモデルの示す，豊
かな統計力学的性質を見ていこう．

3. Vicsekモデルの性質

3.1 秩序・無秩序転移
まず定性的に，Vicsekモデルがどのような振る
舞いを示すのか考えてみよう．Vicsek モデルは，
近隣の粒子と向きを揃えるような相互作用をして
いるため，ノイズ強度が十分弱ければ全体として
向きが揃った秩序相が実現するはずである．逆に
ノイズが強すぎると，個々の粒子は乱雑な運動を
してしまい，群れとして方向性を持った運動を示
さない無秩序相となる（図 2）．
マクロな振る舞いの異なる相の間の移り変わり
はどうなっているのだろうか？まず，この非平衡相
転移が，連続転移なのかそれとも不連続転移なの
か ∗3），というのが根本的な問いとして出てくる．
Vicsekモデルの秩序・無秩序転移を考えるとき
のパラメータや秩序変数は何だろうか？Vicsekモ

*3） 相転移の前後で，系のマクロな相を特徴付ける秩序変数の
値が連続的に変化するのか，不連続な飛びが生じるのか，と
いうこと．それぞれ，2 次転移，1 次転移とも言う．

：大
：小

：小
：大

無秩序相 秩序相Vicsek wave

図 2 ノイズ強度 η と粒子数密度 ρ の大小によ
る Vicsek モデルの振る舞いの変化．図は
Hugues Chaté氏提供．

デルには，パラメータとして駆動速度 v0, 相互作
用半径 R, ノイズ強度 η，粒子数密度 ρ := N/L2

が存在する．v0 > Rとすると，すれ違っても相互
作用をしない粒子が存在してしまうため，v0 ≤ R

と取る必要がある．そこで，R = 1, v0 % 1/2と
しても一般性を失わない．したがって，ηと ρが重
要なパラメータである．ρの大小は一度に相互作
用する粒子数を与えるため，相互作用の強弱に対
応し，η は平衡系での温度に対応する．これらを
変化させたときのマクロな相の様子を見れば良い．
粒子が向きを揃えて進んでいるかどうかは，古典
XYモデルの磁化と同様に，次の秩序変数で定量
化できる．

ϕt =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣∣

N∑

j=1

eiθ
t
j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3)

これは速度ベクトルの向き eθt
j
の平均の絶対値に

等しい．この ϕt は時間的にゆらぐので，実際は
定常状態における時間平均 〈ϕ〉tが，パラメータ η

と ρによってどう変化するかを見れば良い．
結論として，現在では，Vicsekモデルは不連続
転移を示すことが分かっている．Vicsekらがこの
モデルを導入した 1995年当初は数値計算のシス
テムサイズが小さかったため，転移点での振る舞
いがなまってしまっていたが，後の大規模計算に
より，システムサイズを大きくするにつれて転移
点での秩序変数 〈ϕ〉tの変化が鋭く不連続的になっ
ていくことが分かった ∗4）（図 3）．転移点では，不

*4） より正確には，数値計算で有限サイズ効果の評価に用いら
れる Binder キュミュラントを用いることにより，連続転移
ではなく不連続転移であることが明確に示されている2)．
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特集／数理モデルと普遍性

自己駆動粒子の集団運動
群れからはじまる非平衡統計力学

西 口 大 貴・佐 野 雅 己

1. 集団運動とは？

自然界には，自ら動くものが群れをなして，集
団として一定の方向に進んだり，パターンを作っ
たりする現象が数多く存在する．たとえば，空では
鳥が群れをなしてある方向に飛んで行き，水族館
では魚の大群が大きな渦を作り，牧場では羊の群
れがまるで意志を持つかのように一塊となって牧
羊犬から逃げ回っている．ミクロな世界では，バク
テリアはコロニーの中でクラスターを作って泳い
でいる．本稿では，このような「自ら動くもの」＝
自己駆動粒子の群れ運動，特に粒子数が非常に多
いときに現れる巨視的な運動状態を，集団運動と
呼ぶことにしよう．集団運動や個々の自己駆動粒
子の動力学を考える分野はアクティブ・マターと
呼ばれ，近年，盛んに研究がおこなわれている．
集団運動を非平衡統計力学の立場から眺めると，
いろいろと疑問が湧いてくる．群れの一員である
魚やバクテリアは，自分の周囲しか見えていない
はずなのに，なぜ群れ全体として統制の取れた運
動を示せるのだろうか？自然界に見られる集団運
動には，普遍性が存在するのだろうか？
本稿では，集団運動の理解へ向けた理論的取り
組みとして，その数理モデルと連続場記述を紹介
する．そこには平衡系にはない興味深い特徴が見
られる．最後に，集団運動の理解に向けた実験的
アプローチと最近の展開についても紹介する．

図 1 Vicsekモデルの各粒子は，自分の周りの半
径R内の粒子の平均の向きに進もうとする．

2. 集団運動のモデル

自己駆動粒子の集団運動を記述する最も単純な
数理モデルが，Vicsek（ヴィチェック）モデルだ．
1995年にTamás Vicsekが発表した離散時間確率
モデル1) であり，これを契機として非平衡統計力
学の一分野として集団運動の研究が盛んになされ
るようになった．
Vicsekモデルの詳細は，次の通りだ．動き回る

N 個の自己駆動粒子がいるとする．強磁性体のモ
デルである古典XYモデル ∗1）において，個々のス
ピンを矢印で単純化することで本質を抜き出した
のと同様，Vicsekモデルでは図 1のように個々の
自己駆動粒子を運動の向きを示す矢印で表す ∗2）．
各粒子の体積は考えず，点粒子であるとする．各
粒子は，一定の速さ v0で矢印の向きに毎ステップ
移動する．矢印の向きは，自分の周り半径Rを見
渡して，そこにいる仲間たちと自分の平均の向き

*1） 2 次元格子上の各スピンを，連続的に回転する矢印表した
モデル．i 番目のスピンの位相を θi として，ハミルトニア
ンは H = −J

∑
〈i,j〉 cos(θi − θj) で与えられる．

*2） Vicsekモデルは「動き回る古典 XYモデル」と見なせる．
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Vicsek model (discrete)  → Toner-Tu model (continuum)

（通常のゆらぎ）

（巨大なゆらぎ）
←2次元Vicsekモデル

←3次元Vicsekモデル

図 5 Vicsekモデルの粒子数ゆらぎは，0.8に近い
指数を持つ．データは文献2) の値を用いた．

移そう．秩序相における個々の粒子の運動を評価
するために，平均二乗変位を考える．平均の速度
の向きと垂直な方向へは，粒子はあまり動いてい
ないように思えるが，垂直方向の平均二乗変位，

∆r2⊥ :=
〈
[r⊥(t)− r⊥(0)]

2
〉

(4)

は興味深い振る舞いをする．ただし，r⊥(t)は粒
子の座標のうち，平均の速度の向きと垂直な方向
の成分である．平均 〈 〉は統計平均を表す．ここ
で問題とするのは，∆r2⊥ の長時間での振る舞い
∆r2⊥ ∼ tν の指数 ν である．ブラウン運動など
の通常拡散ではこれは ν = 1となるが，2次元の
Vicsek モデルでは ν = 4/3 となり，異常拡散の
性質を持つ2)．
この指数 ν も，2次元の場合は連続場記述から
導出されている4)．巨大な粒子数ゆらぎと同様，異
常拡散も南部・Goldstoneモード由来である．

4. 流体方程式による記述

Vicsekモデルは解析的に扱いづらいため，連続
場記述が考案された．各粒子を流体粒子と見なし
て粗視化した速度場 vと粒子数密度場 ρの方程式
として，対称性から許される項を時間・空間微分
の最低次まで残すことで，Navier-Stokes 方程式
に似た現象論的な方程式を立てることができる．

∂tv+λ1(v ·∇)v+λ2(∇·v)v+λ3∇(|v|2)

= αv−β|v|2v−∇P+DB∇(∇·v)

+DT∇2v+D2(v ·∇)2v+f , (5)

P = P (ρ) =
∞∑

n=1

σn(ρ− ρ0)
n, (6)

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (vρ) = 0. (7)

ただし，式 (5)の係数はすべて平均密度 ρ0に依存
し，β, DB , DT , D2は正の値をとる．f はノイズ
を表す．式 (6)は圧力を密度ゆらぎ ρ−ρ0について
展開した式であり，式 (7)は粒子数が保存するとい
う連続の式である．この流体方程式をToner-Tu

モデルと呼ぶ4)．
式 (5) の意味は次の通りである．λ の項は，

Navier-Stokes 方程式の移流項に対応する．自己
駆動粒子系は，魚や羊の群れなどを想像すると，水
や地面の静止系という絶対座標系が存在する．そ
のため，ガリレイ不変性を持たず，運動量が保存
しない．結果として，Navier-Stokes 方程式には
存在しない λ2, λ3 の項も現れ，λ1 = 1以外も許
される．また，DB , DT , D2 の項は，粒子間の相
互作用により速度ベクトルのゆらぎが伝わってい
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は Ginzburg-Landau理論に現れるのと同様の項
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√
α/β を，

α ≤ 0で v = 0を与える．つまり，αの符号変化
で，秩序・無秩序転移を記述できる ∗6）．
この方程式に動的くりこみ群の手法を用いるこ
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するのかは分からない．そのため，ボルツマン方

*6） ただし，高次の項をおとしているため，転移点近傍での振
る舞いしか正確には記述できていない．
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Other dry particles

There existed a few good models 
before Vicsek.
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Dry particles for CG: Boids

9

• artificial life program proposed by
Craig Reynolds (1986)

1) Separation 2) Alignment 3) Cohesion



Dry particles in Japanese article: Sakai model

10

• Sumiko Sakai, ⽣物物理 13, 83 (1973)

群れの構造のモデルとその行動 (83)

の成分からなっているとする.(i) 常に前向きに進ん

でいくための推進力(前 向走性による力)Fa, (ii) 他
の個体にひきつけられる力(接 近引力)Fc, (iii) 集 ま
った群れが互に向きをそろえようとする力(整 列作用
による力)Fn, (iv) それ らの力に対する擾乱作用Fb.
以下各項について説明する.

(i) 前向走性
個体は固有の速度で常に前向きに進 もうとする性質

があるとする.も ちろん,動 かずに止っていることが
できるが,そ の場合はこの固有の速度として0を 選べ
ばよい.こ のモデルでは,前 向推進力Faを 大きさが
一定(=a)で ,常 に進行方向に働く力とした.こ の
時,個 体jの うける前向推進力Fajは(2)式 で 表
わされる.

(2)

ここで,aを 推進力係数と呼ぶ.(1)式 においてFa

のみが働いているとした時の定常状態を考えると,個

体jは 一定速度a/ν で運動することがわかる.こ れが
前述の個体の固有速度voで ある.
(ii) 接近運動(遠 距離相互作用)
個体は互いに仲間と寄り合 う性質を持ち,仲 間のい

る方向へ引力を受けるとする.こ の大きさCは 一般に

は注目している二つの個体iとjと の間の距離Rjiの
関数になっていよう.こ こでは,距 離Rjiに つ いて,
Rji<Roの ときは(互 いに近づきすぎると)距 離に比

例 した反撥力が生じ,Ro<Rji<R'の とき互に一定の
大きさcの 引力が働くが,Rji>R'に な るともはや互
いに影響を与えなくなるとする.図1-Bに この関係
を示す.こ の時,個 体jが 受ける相互引力Fcjは 個
々の個体からうける引力の和として次式のように表わ

される.

(3)

図1 モデルの説明
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坂 井 澄 子*

I は じ め に

生物は同じ種類の仲間が集まって 「社会」をつ くっ
て生活している.鳥 や哺乳類に見 られるように,多 く
の場合は,生 れるとともに親たちがすでにつくってい
る社会の一員として仲間入りするので,こ のような社

会では,お のずとその地位 ・役割もきめられ,そ こで
の秩序に従った行動をとるようになる.そ して,や が
て親たちが老いるとともに世代の交代が起き,新 たな

秩序が生まれて くる.こ のような社会は,「 組織され
た社会」*)と呼ばれ,構 成員は代 っても組織そのもの

は存続していくのが特徴である.
ところが生物の社会にはその代限りのものもある.
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の一つである.こ れらの群れは,前 述の 「組織された
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しいか,あ るいは,も っと短 くて,一 時期にだけ群れ
を構成し,や がてある時期になると分散して,各 個体
は個々ばらばらの生活をおくるようになるものもある.
ところで,そ の形成の過程からいって,群 れの構成員
はお互いに同じ性質をもっていると考えられる.そ の
ような仲間が群れをなして生活するということが一体
どういう意味をもっているのか.生 殖のためとか,敵
を威嚇するためとか,い ろいろの理由が考え られよう,
ここで,わ れわれは,そ の生物学的意義に立入るつも

りはない.わ れわれにとって深い関心のあるのは,彼
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た能力が群れとしては失なわれてしまうという現象で

ある.本 号,別 項でとりあげられている「生物対流」*)
は前者の例であるし,蚊 柱は後者の例といえよう.
さて,群 れがつくられている以上,そ の中の個体と

個体の間には,当 然,相 互作用が働いていると考えら
れる.そ して,ど のような相互作用が働いているかに
よって群れの様子はいろいろに変わるであろう.一 般
には,群 れの集団運動のパターンは,そ の群れを構成
する個体の性質,個 体一個体間相互作用および個体一
環境間相互作用によって決定されると考えられる.本
論文では,個 体としては前向きに移動する性質(前 向
走性)の あるものが,群 れとしてもなお移動能力を保
持しうるためには,個 体の運動能力と相互作用の性質
がどのようなものであったらよいのかを明らかにしよ
うとする.そ のために以下のように,個 体の性質とし
ては前向走性をもち,個 体一個体間相互作用として,
(1) 群れをつくる前提としての接近作用と,(2) 向き
をそろえる整列作用とをもった個体のモデルをたて,
シ ミュレーションによって,こ の個体からなる群れの

集団運動のパター ンを解析 した.こ こでは,環 境から
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個体の示す ランダムな運動に含めて考えている.こ の
モデルをたてるにあたっては,ゴ ンズイの群れの動き

を参考にした.し たがって,こ のモデルは,魚 のよう
に頭尾方向の区別があって前向きに進む性質のある個

体が,群 れをなした時に,群 れとしても 「頭尾」の区
別ができて泳ぎまわる状況を説明するのに適 している
と考え られる.

II モ デ ル

一般に個体の運動は,個 体の質量をm,運 動に対す

る抵抗係数をν,個 体に働 く力をFと すれば次式で表
わされる.

(1)

ここでXは 時刻tに おける個体の位置ベクトル.

われわれのモデルでは,個 体に働 く力Fは 次の4つ

A Model for group structure and its behavior:
* Sumiko SAKAI大 阪 大 学 基礎 工 学部(Faculty of Engi-

neering science, Osaka University)
*) 今 西 錦 司 著 「動物 の 社 会 」思 索 社(1972)に よ る. *) 森部氏 「生物対流 とべナール問題」
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のみが働いているとした時の定常状態を考えると,個

体jは 一定速度a/ν で運動することがわかる.こ れが
前述の個体の固有速度voで ある.
(ii) 接近運動(遠 距離相互作用)
個体は互いに仲間と寄り合 う性質を持ち,仲 間のい
る方向へ引力を受けるとする.こ の大きさCは 一般に

は注目している二つの個体iとjと の間の距離Rjiの
関数になっていよう.こ こでは,距 離Rjiに つ いて,
Rji<Roの ときは(互 いに近づきすぎると)距 離に比

例 した反撥力が生じ,Ro<Rji<R'の とき互に一定の
大きさcの 引力が働くが,Rji>R'に な るともはや互
いに影響を与えなくなるとする.図1-Bに この関係
を示す.こ の時,個 体jが 受ける相互引力Fcjは 個
々の個体からうける引力の和として次式のように表わ

される.
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ここでRji=|Xi-Xj|

(iii) 整列運動(近 距離相互作用)
個 体は近 くの仲間と向きを含めて速度を揃えようと
する性質があるとする.こ の作用は,自 分を中心とし
適当な半径lの 円で定義された近傍内の仲間との間に
のみ働くと考える.こ の近傍内にM匹 の仲間がいると,

個体jが この作用のために受ける力Fhjは 次のよう
である.

(4)

ここでAj:個 体jの 近傍半径lの 円,

M: Aj内 にいる個体数,
h:速 度調整力係数.

(iv) 擾乱作用
個体の内部状態,ま たは環境からの雑音によって,
これらの(i)～(iii)の 力は影響を受ける.こ の擾乱作

用による力Fb=b(t)は,一 定の値bの 大きさをも
ち,そ の方向は確率的に変動し,そ の分布は一様であ
るとする.図1-Aで 示すように,FaとFbに よっ

て相互作用のない場合の個体の自由な動きが決定され
る.ま た,ラ ンダム運動を行なう個体の群れの分布は,

拡散現象を示すことが知 られている.こ こに,接 近引
力を加えると,こ れは,個 体を一ケ所に集めようとす
る力であるから,拡 散していく力と,一 点に集中する

力が平衡に達 した状態で群れの広がりがきまると考え
られる.
図1で 示すこの4つ の力をまとめると,個 体jの 運

動は次式で表現できる.

(5)

この(5)式 に したがって運動する個体からなる群れ
の全体の分布の様子を解析的に求めることは,そ う簡

単ではないので,こ こでは,計 算機シミュレーション
の手法を用いた.以 下にその結果について述べる.

III シミュレーション

小型計算機PDP-12を 用 い,各 個体の刻々の位置
を計算すると同時に,備 え付けのブラウン管上に各個

体の位置を点として表示し,群 れのパターンの変化を
目で確めながらパラメータを変化させた.式(5)を 差
分方程式に直し,二 次元でのシミュレーションを,質

図2 個体の運動の軌跡

量m=1,抵 抗 係数ν=1,個 体 数N=32で 行 な っ

た.右 辺 第4項 の 擾 乱 作 用b(t)は,(x方 向の力)
=bcosθ,(y方 向 の力)=bsinθ, bは 定数 と して 求

め,θ は一様 乱 数 に よ って 刻 々個 々体 につ いて 選 んだ.

個 体 の運 動 領 域 は,-248≦x≦248, -248≦y≦248

で 定 め る範 囲 と し,境 界 に おい て は,

x〓248の ときx=248, x〓-248の ときx=-248

y〓248の と きy=248, y〓-248の ときy=-248

として個体のふるまいを求めた.

§1 個体の運動
相互作用がない場合の個体 自身の運動は,推 進力係

数aと 擾乱の大きさbに よって決まる.図2に 示すよ
うに推進力係数aが 擾乱の大きさbに 比べて大きい時
は直進運動を続けるが,bが0.5aよ り大きくなると

途中で向きを変えるようになる.更 に擾乱作用が大き
くなると絶えず方向転換をしてランダムに動 く.
このようなaとbで 決まる個体の運動を,そ の個体

の個性と呼ぶことにする.あ る個性を持つ個体がその

相互作用によってどのような群れを作るか,ま た,群
れの運動に個体の運動がどのように反映していくかを

次に調べていく.
§2 群れの運動
2-1 群れのパターンの種類 すべて 同じ個性と相
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うに推進力係数aが 擾乱の大きさbに 比べて大きい時
は直進運動を続けるが,bが0.5aよ り大きくなると

途中で向きを変えるようになる.更 に擾乱作用が大き
くなると絶えず方向転換をしてランダムに動 く.
このようなaとbで 決まる個体の運動を,そ の個体

の個性と呼ぶことにする.あ る個性を持つ個体がその

相互作用によってどのような群れを作るか,ま た,群
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次に調べていく.
§2 群れの運動
2-1 群れのパターンの種類 すべて 同じ個性と相
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群れの構造のモデルとその行動 (85)

互作用を持つ群れ,す なわちすべてのパラメータの値
が等しい個体から成る群れについて調べると,群 れの

運動は,大 きくわけて次の三種類が観察された.図3
にこれを示す.

(i) アメーバ状運動
推進力が小さく擾乱が大きいと,群 れは小さくかた

まりほとんど止っている.形 はほぼ円形であるが,周
辺の形状は刻々様々に変化する(図3-A).
(ii) ドーナツ形運動
推進力が大きくなると互いに輪状になって回転し,

中心部に空洞のある群れになる.群 れの重心はほとん
ど移動せず一ケ所に止って回転している(図3-B).
(iii) 直進形運動
更に,整 列作用が加 わると小さくひとかたまりにな

図3 群れのパタ ー ンの種類

図4 パ ラメータの変化 によ る群れのパ ター ンの変化
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って直進運動をする(図3-C).

2-2 パラメータの変化による群れの形態の変化
パ ラメータによって群れのパターンは図4に 示すよう

に変わる.

(i) 推進力係数aと 擾乱の大きさbの 関係について
今,速 度調整力が全領域に作用し,群 れが小さく固
まっている時の群れの移動速度を調べる.群 れの移動
速度は,群 れの重心の移動速度で表わす.重 心の移動
速度とb/aの 間 に図5の 関係が得られる.b/aを パ
ラメータとして三つの状態に分けられる.擾 乱の大き
い時,す なわち,b/a>0.7で は,群 れはほとんど移
動しない.い わゆるアメーバ状の運動をしている.群
れの大 きさは,擾 乱の大きさbと 接近相互引力cに よ
ってきまる.0.5<b/a<0.7の 時,固 有の速度*)voよ
りは遅いが,小 さくかたまって移動する.直 進したり,
途中で速度が落ちたり,方 向転換したりする.擾 乱が

小さい時(b/a<0.5)群 れは固有の速度にほぼ等しい
速さで移動する.
また,図6は 同じ前向推進力をもつが受ける擾乱の

大きさの異なる5つ の群れの動きを重心の軌跡として
示したものである.図2の 個体自身の運動と比べて明
らかなことは,個 体の運動にみられる顕著な差がここ
では見 られないということである.

図5 b/aの 変化に対する群れの移動速度

(ii) ドーナツ形の群れから直進形の群れへ
a/b<0.5, 0.5a<c<aの 時,整 列作用がないと群れ

は ドーナツ形になって回転している.整 列作用が加わ
ると,一 般には ドーナツ形は不安定で局所的なかたま
りがいくつかできる.こ のかたまりへの分割がもし均
等に行なわれれば,そのまま円運動を行なっているが,

多 くは不均等になり,そ のうち大きなかたまりは円運
動からはずれやす くなる.そ して,一 つが円軌道から
はずれて直進運動を始めると残りのものもそれにひっ
ぱられて,や がて全部がひとつに固まって直進運動を
する.ま た,ド ーナツ形から局所的なかたまりへの分

割が均等に行なわれても,擾 乱作用がある程度あり,
整列作用の働 く範囲が小さいと,そ のかたまりは不安

定で,や がて分裂したり,他 のかたまりと融合したり
する.そ うするうちに,大 きなかたまりができ,円 軌

図6 個性の違いによる群れの重心の軌跡の変化

図7 ドーナツ形から直進形の群れへの時間変化

*) vo=a/ν 前述(IIモ デル 前向走性)
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In the remainder of this article, we focus on proposing a model
for how bird flocks organize and specifically on how the global
density is regulated, which remains an open question (1). We
develop what we believe to be the simplest possible model that
takes the projected view described above as sensory input while
retaining coalignment with (visible) nearest neighbors and allowing
for some noise. We then compare the swarms generated by this
model with data.

Hybrid Projection Model
We propose a hybrid projection model in which each individual
responds to the projection through the swarm it observes. We
first identify those (dark) angular regions in which a line of
sight traced from an individual to infinity intersects one
or more other members of the swarm. These are separated by
(light) domains (Fig. 1).
Each individual is assumed to be isotropic and has a size b = 1,

which then defines our units of length. Anisotropic bodies give
rise to a projected size that depends on orientation and are ex-
plored further in SI Appendix. In two dimensions, the domain
boundaries seen by the ith individual define a set of angles θij,
measured from an arbitrary reference (x) axis, where the index
j runs over all the N i light–dark (or dark–light) domain bound-
aries seen by the ith individual, equal to 10 for the central in-
dividual shown in Fig. 1. These θij are a reasonable choice for
input to a behavioral model: edge detection such as this is known
to be performed in the neural hardware of the visual cortex in
higher animals (21). In particular, behavioral models based on
motional bias toward either the most dark or light regions tend
to be unstable with respect to collapse or expansion, respectively.
The simplest candidate model that might support physically
reasonable solutions therefore is one that responds to the do-
main boundaries. We seek a model that takes as input the angles
specifying the domain boundaries and produces a characteris-
tic direction for the birds, acknowledging that their actual
motion also should include their known tendency to coalign
with neighbors and also the effect of some noise. A natural
choice for this characteristic direction is simply the average
direction to all boundaries δ i:

δ i =
1
N i

XN i

j=1

!
cos θi  j
sin θi  j

"
: [1]

This easily can be extended to 3D flocks, in which the light–dark
boundaries now may be represented as curves on the surface of
a sphere and δ becomes the normalized integral of radial unit
vectors traced along these curves; see SI Appendix for details.
Our model involves δ i in such a way as to correspond to birds

being equally attracted to all the light–dark domain boundaries.
In addition, they coalign with visible local neighbors, assigned in
a topological fashion (6, 9). We define visible neighbors to be
those for which there is an unbroken line of sight between the
two individuals (see SI Appendix for details). We incorporate
these two preferred directions, arising from the projection and
the motion of neighbors, into an otherwise standard agent-based
model for a swarm of N particles moving off-lattice with constant
speed v0 (v0 = 1 in all our simulations). For simplicity, we treat
the individuals as “phantoms,” having no direct steric inter-
actions (the effect of introducing steric interactions is explored
further in SI Appendix). The equation of motion for the position
r ti of the ith individual at discrete time t is

r t+1i = r ti + v0bv
t
i [2]

with a velocity parallel to

vt+1i =ϕpδti +ϕa
d#vtk

$
n:n: +ϕnηti; [3]

where〈. . .〉n.n. is an average over the k ∈ [1, σ] nearest neighbors
to the ith individual (σ = 4 in all simulations); a hat (̂ ) denotes
a normalized vector; and ηt

i
is a noise term of unit magnitude having

a different (uncorrelated) random orientation for each indi-
vidual at each timestep. This equation involves only three pri-
mary control parameters, ϕp, ϕa, and ϕn, the weights of the
projection, alignment, and noise terms, respectively. We further
simplify by considering only the relative magnitudes (ratios) of these
control parameters, which then are taken to obey

ϕp +ϕa +ϕn = 1: [4]

We now analyze the results of computer simulation of the swarms
arising from these equations of motion for given combinations of
{ϕp, ϕa} alone, with ϕn given by construction through Eq. 4. Sev-
eral distinct behavioral phenotypes reminiscent of birds, fish, and
insects are observed (Movies S1, S2, and S3, respectively). Further
generalizations of the model also are explored in SI Appendix,
including the effect of steric/repulsive interactions and incomplete
angular vision corresponding to “blind angles” behind each bird
(Movies S4–S6).

The Hybrid Projection Model Reproduces Key Features of
a Flock of Birds
In particular, it naturally leads to robustly cohesive swarms (Fig.
2 A and B and SI Appendix) as well as the emergence of marginal
opacity in large flocks of birds in which both Θ and Θ′ are neither
very close to 0 nor 1 (Fig. 2 C and D).
The emergence of marginal opacity is a new feature, and it is

worth emphasizing that the model was not constructed so as to
target any particular “preferred” opacity value; rather, marginal
opacity emerges naturally. Importantly, it arises for swarms of
varying size N that are realized with exactly the same control
parameters ϕp and ϕa. This means that marginal opacity can be
maintained without a bird changing its behavior with, or even
being aware of, the size of the flock. Other models, which
control the density in a metric fashion (11, 14), give rise to values

Fig. 1. Sketch showing the construction of the projection through a 2D
swarm seen by the i th individual, which here happens to be one near the
center of the swarm. The thick dark arcs around the exterior circle (shown
for clarity; there is no such boundary around the swarm) correspond to the
angular regions where one or more others block the line of sight of the i th

individual to infinity. The sum of unit vectors pointing to each of these
domain boundaries, at the angles shown, gives the resolved vector δi, shown
in red, that enters our equation of motion. See SI Appendix for the extension
to 3D.
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In the remainder of this article, we focus on proposing a model
for how bird flocks organize and specifically on how the global
density is regulated, which remains an open question (1). We
develop what we believe to be the simplest possible model that
takes the projected view described above as sensory input while
retaining coalignment with (visible) nearest neighbors and allowing
for some noise. We then compare the swarms generated by this
model with data.

Hybrid Projection Model
We propose a hybrid projection model in which each individual
responds to the projection through the swarm it observes. We
first identify those (dark) angular regions in which a line of
sight traced from an individual to infinity intersects one
or more other members of the swarm. These are separated by
(light) domains (Fig. 1).
Each individual is assumed to be isotropic and has a size b = 1,

which then defines our units of length. Anisotropic bodies give
rise to a projected size that depends on orientation and are ex-
plored further in SI Appendix. In two dimensions, the domain
boundaries seen by the ith individual define a set of angles θij,
measured from an arbitrary reference (x) axis, where the index
j runs over all the N i light–dark (or dark–light) domain bound-
aries seen by the ith individual, equal to 10 for the central in-
dividual shown in Fig. 1. These θij are a reasonable choice for
input to a behavioral model: edge detection such as this is known
to be performed in the neural hardware of the visual cortex in
higher animals (21). In particular, behavioral models based on
motional bias toward either the most dark or light regions tend
to be unstable with respect to collapse or expansion, respectively.
The simplest candidate model that might support physically
reasonable solutions therefore is one that responds to the do-
main boundaries. We seek a model that takes as input the angles
specifying the domain boundaries and produces a characteris-
tic direction for the birds, acknowledging that their actual
motion also should include their known tendency to coalign
with neighbors and also the effect of some noise. A natural
choice for this characteristic direction is simply the average
direction to all boundaries δ i:

δ i =
1
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XN i
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boundaries now may be represented as curves on the surface of
a sphere and δ becomes the normalized integral of radial unit
vectors traced along these curves; see SI Appendix for details.
Our model involves δ i in such a way as to correspond to birds

being equally attracted to all the light–dark domain boundaries.
In addition, they coalign with visible local neighbors, assigned in
a topological fashion (6, 9). We define visible neighbors to be
those for which there is an unbroken line of sight between the
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simplify by considering only the relative magnitudes (ratios) of these
control parameters, which then are taken to obey
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We now analyze the results of computer simulation of the swarms
arising from these equations of motion for given combinations of
{ϕp, ϕa} alone, with ϕn given by construction through Eq. 4. Sev-
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In the remainder of this article, we focus on proposing a model
for how bird flocks organize and specifically on how the global
density is regulated, which remains an open question (1). We
develop what we believe to be the simplest possible model that
takes the projected view described above as sensory input while
retaining coalignment with (visible) nearest neighbors and allowing
for some noise. We then compare the swarms generated by this
model with data.

Hybrid Projection Model
We propose a hybrid projection model in which each individual
responds to the projection through the swarm it observes. We
first identify those (dark) angular regions in which a line of
sight traced from an individual to infinity intersects one
or more other members of the swarm. These are separated by
(light) domains (Fig. 1).
Each individual is assumed to be isotropic and has a size b = 1,

which then defines our units of length. Anisotropic bodies give
rise to a projected size that depends on orientation and are ex-
plored further in SI Appendix. In two dimensions, the domain
boundaries seen by the ith individual define a set of angles θij,
measured from an arbitrary reference (x) axis, where the index
j runs over all the N i light–dark (or dark–light) domain bound-
aries seen by the ith individual, equal to 10 for the central in-
dividual shown in Fig. 1. These θij are a reasonable choice for
input to a behavioral model: edge detection such as this is known
to be performed in the neural hardware of the visual cortex in
higher animals (21). In particular, behavioral models based on
motional bias toward either the most dark or light regions tend
to be unstable with respect to collapse or expansion, respectively.
The simplest candidate model that might support physically
reasonable solutions therefore is one that responds to the do-
main boundaries. We seek a model that takes as input the angles
specifying the domain boundaries and produces a characteris-
tic direction for the birds, acknowledging that their actual
motion also should include their known tendency to coalign
with neighbors and also the effect of some noise. A natural
choice for this characteristic direction is simply the average
direction to all boundaries δ i:
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boundaries now may be represented as curves on the surface of
a sphere and δ becomes the normalized integral of radial unit
vectors traced along these curves; see SI Appendix for details.
Our model involves δ i in such a way as to correspond to birds

being equally attracted to all the light–dark domain boundaries.
In addition, they coalign with visible local neighbors, assigned in
a topological fashion (6, 9). We define visible neighbors to be
those for which there is an unbroken line of sight between the
two individuals (see SI Appendix for details). We incorporate
these two preferred directions, arising from the projection and
the motion of neighbors, into an otherwise standard agent-based
model for a swarm of N particles moving off-lattice with constant
speed v0 (v0 = 1 in all our simulations). For simplicity, we treat
the individuals as “phantoms,” having no direct steric inter-
actions (the effect of introducing steric interactions is explored
further in SI Appendix). The equation of motion for the position
r ti of the ith individual at discrete time t is

r t+1i = r ti + v0bv
t
i [2]

with a velocity parallel to

vt+1i =ϕpδti +ϕa
d#vtk

$
n:n: +ϕnηti; [3]

where〈. . .〉n.n. is an average over the k ∈ [1, σ] nearest neighbors
to the ith individual (σ = 4 in all simulations); a hat (̂ ) denotes
a normalized vector; and ηt

i
is a noise term of unit magnitude having

a different (uncorrelated) random orientation for each indi-
vidual at each timestep. This equation involves only three pri-
mary control parameters, ϕp, ϕa, and ϕn, the weights of the
projection, alignment, and noise terms, respectively. We further
simplify by considering only the relative magnitudes (ratios) of these
control parameters, which then are taken to obey

ϕp +ϕa +ϕn = 1: [4]

We now analyze the results of computer simulation of the swarms
arising from these equations of motion for given combinations of
{ϕp, ϕa} alone, with ϕn given by construction through Eq. 4. Sev-
eral distinct behavioral phenotypes reminiscent of birds, fish, and
insects are observed (Movies S1, S2, and S3, respectively). Further
generalizations of the model also are explored in SI Appendix,
including the effect of steric/repulsive interactions and incomplete
angular vision corresponding to “blind angles” behind each bird
(Movies S4–S6).

The Hybrid Projection Model Reproduces Key Features of
a Flock of Birds
In particular, it naturally leads to robustly cohesive swarms (Fig.
2 A and B and SI Appendix) as well as the emergence of marginal
opacity in large flocks of birds in which both Θ and Θ′ are neither
very close to 0 nor 1 (Fig. 2 C and D).
The emergence of marginal opacity is a new feature, and it is

worth emphasizing that the model was not constructed so as to
target any particular “preferred” opacity value; rather, marginal
opacity emerges naturally. Importantly, it arises for swarms of
varying size N that are realized with exactly the same control
parameters ϕp and ϕa. This means that marginal opacity can be
maintained without a bird changing its behavior with, or even
being aware of, the size of the flock. Other models, which
control the density in a metric fashion (11, 14), give rise to values

Fig. 1. Sketch showing the construction of the projection through a 2D
swarm seen by the i th individual, which here happens to be one near the
center of the swarm. The thick dark arcs around the exterior circle (shown
for clarity; there is no such boundary around the swarm) correspond to the
angular regions where one or more others block the line of sight of the i th

individual to infinity. The sum of unit vectors pointing to each of these
domain boundaries, at the angles shown, gives the resolved vector δi, shown
in red, that enters our equation of motion. See SI Appendix for the extension
to 3D.
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Major categories of self-propelled particles

Dry particles
in which hydrodynamics is not important

ex. flock of birds

Wet particles = Swimmers
in which hydrodynamics plays crucial role

ex. school of fish
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Swimming = Propulsion without external Force or Torque

( ) | |-2u r r!

Force free Force / Torque free

Breaststroke
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• boundary element method: 
Ishikawa, Sekiya, Imai, Yamaguchi, Biophys. J. 93, 2217 (2007)

hydrodynamic interactions again should be treated precisely
when discussing the diffusivity of the suspension (14).
Another important macroscopic quantity for a cell suspen-
sion is the particle stress tensor, which is dominated by the
stresslet of the cells. Therefore, the near-field interaction must
be treated precisely when examining the rheology of the
suspension (15).
Some previous studies have solved the flow field around

bacteria precisely. Phan-Thien and his group have reported
the flow field around a solitary bacterium (16), the interac-
tion between a bacterium and a wall (17), and the interaction
between two bacteria fixed parallel to each other or straightly
aligned in space (17,18). However, these studies did not
discuss the trajectories of the two swimming bacteria and the
stability of their swimming motions. Moreover, one cannot
tell from these studies how the two-cell interaction affects
the macroscopic quantities of the suspension, such as the
rheology and diffusivity.
In this article, we solve the hydrodynamic interactions

between two swimming bacteria precisely. We show the
trajectories of two interacting bacteria and the stresslet for
the first time to our knowledge. These are essential quan-
tities when discussing the diffusivity and rheology of bac-
terial suspensions. We also show that a parallel swimming
motion is unstable, which, to our knowledge, is a new
finding that is important to the stability of collective motions
in bacterial suspensions. Lastly, we discuss the effect of
hydrodynamic interactions between two bacteria on the
rheology and diffusivity of a bacterial suspension in a semi-
dilute regime.

METHOD

Bacterial model

We used the same bacterial model as Phan-Thien and his group (16,17). The

details of the model have been presented elsewhere, so only a brief ex-

planation is given here. A bacterium is assumed to be neutrally buoyant

because the sedimentation velocity for typical aquatic bacteria is much less
than the swimming speed. The center of buoyancy of the bacterium is

assumed to coincide with its geometric center. Consequently, the model

bacterium is force free and torque free. The Reynolds number based on the
swimming speed and body length is usually,10!3, so the flow field around

the bacterium is assumed to be a Stokes flow.

Brownian motion is not considered, since typical bacteria have a body

length, including flagella, of 2–10 mm (19) and are too large for Brownian

effects to be important for the near-field interaction between bacteria. When

two bacteria are far apart, however, we need to discuss carefully the effect of
Brownian motion because it is one of the main factors for a real solitary

bacterium to change its orientation. Berg (20,21) reported that the angular

diffusion of Escherichia coli is ;10! in 0.5 s. We should note that the

orientation change of a real bacterium can be generated not only by the
Brownian motion but also by the asymmetry of flagella shape, the shape

change of flagellar bundle, deviation of the central axis of flagellar spiral

from the body axis, interaction between bacteria, interaction between a
bacterium and a wall, chemotaxis, and so on. Thus we cannot say that the

angular diffusion observed in E. coli is due solely to Brownian motion. By

assuming that the body length of E. coli is;2 mm and the swimming speed

is;20 mm, solitary E. coli changes its orientation;10! after swimming five
times longer than its body length. In this study, we do not discuss trajectories

longer than seven times body length, and the orientation change is much

larger than 10!. Thus, the effect of hydrodynamic interaction dominates the

orientation change of two interacting bacteria in the parameter range used
in this study.

The geometry of a bacterium is modeled as a spherical cell body (or later

as a spheroidal cell body, see Fig. 15) with a single helical flagellum, as
shown in Fig. 1. Though the geometry employed in this study is simple, a

number of real bacteria, notably eubacteria such as Photobacterium
phosphoreum and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, have roughly a spheroidal

cell body with a single helical flagellum. Many bacteria have several flagella
attached at points distributed over the surface of the cell. When such bacteria

are swimming, the separate flagella come together in a synchronous flagellar

bundle, which propels the cell. Since the clearance between flagella in a

bundle is very small, Brennen andWinet (19) mentioned in their review article
that whether the principal propulsive unit is a single flagellum or a bundle has

relatively minor effects on the external hydrodynamics. Thus, the flagellar

geometry used in this study could be appropriate to a flagellar bundle too.
The bacterial model swims by executing a helical wave down its

flagellum. Let r be the position vector relative to the contact point between

the spherical cell body and the flagellum, and let the x axis coincide with the
central axis of the helix. The position of any point along the centerline of
the flagellum was derived by Higdon (22) and is given parametrically by

r ¼ ðx; h EðxÞcosðkx ! vtÞ; h EðxÞsinðkx ! vtÞÞ;
EðxÞ ¼ 1! expð!k2Ex

2Þ; (1)

where h is the amplitude, k is the wave number, v is the angular frequency of

the helical wave, and kE is a constant that determines how quickly the helix
grows to its maximum amplitude. We also assume that the flagellum is a

cylindrical filament of cross sectional radius af. Phan-Thien et al. derived the
position vector for any point on the surface of the flagellum (16).

In this study, we used three flagellum shapes, as shown in Fig. 2. Shape A
(Fig. 2 a) had parameter values of h ¼ 0.77, k ¼ kE ¼ 1.3, and af ¼ 0.1. The

length of the flagellum, which can be obtained from a line integral along its

centerline, was 7.0. These values were set so that the bacterium was highly

FIGURE 1 Shape parameters for a bacterial model with

360 and 320 triangle elements for the flagellum and

spherical body, respectively. The total number of elements
per bacterium is 680. (a) Shape A (h ¼ 0.77, k ¼ kE ¼ 1.3,

and af¼ 0.1), (b) shape B (h¼ 0.77/2), and (c) shape C (h¼
0.77/2, k ¼ 2.6).

2218 Ishikawa et al.
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We also investigated the effect of the bacterial shape. The
parallel swimming case in Fig. 3 was computed using shape
B and shape C bacteria (cf. Fig. 2). The resulting trajectories
are compared with the shape A bacteria trajectory in Fig. 12.
Again, the trajectories changed considerably, and the final
swimming directions differed for each case. Therefore, the
bacterial shape also affected the interactions between the two
bacteria. However, the general tendencies of the interactions,
such as the direction of the twist in the trajectories, were
similar for all the bacterial shapes and flagella phases.
Next, we investigate the rheology of a bacterial suspension

in dilute and semidilute regimes. For any concentration of
particles, there is a relation between the deviatoric part of the
bulk stress and the conditions at the surfaces of the individual
particles. Batchelor (26) derived this relation as

P ¼ I:T:1 2mE1
1

V
+S (6)

where I.T. stands for an isotropic term and E is the bulk rate
of the strain tensor. The last term is the particle bulk stress,
which is expressed as a summation of the stresslet S in a fluid
occupying volume V. The stresslet, S, which is the symmet-
ric part of the hydrodynamic stress, is defined as (26)

S ¼
Z

Am

1

2
fðs:nÞx1 xðs:nÞg$ 1

3
x:s:nI

! "
dA; (7)

where s is the stress tensor, n is the outward normal vector,
x is the position vector, and I is the unit tensor.
The stresslet of a shape A, B, or C solitary bacterium can

be calculated from Eq. 7, and the results are as follows:

SA ¼
$2:96 0:71 0:20

0:71 1:71 0:19

0:20 0:19 1:25

0

B@

1

CA;

SB ¼
$1:30 0:26 0:12

0:26 0:72 0:07

0:12 0:07 0:58

0

B@

1

CA;

SC ¼
$1:71 0:16 0:08

0:16 0:88 0:10

0:08 0:10 0:83

0

B@

1

CA; (8)

where the x axis coincides with the direction of the orient-
ation vector, and the y and z axes are taken as shown in Fig.
13. Since a bacterium generates a thrust force from behind
the body, the xx component is negative, whereas the yy and zz
components are positive.
Although the stresslet for a solitary bacterium gives a first-

order correction to the bulk stress in terms of the volume
fraction, c, one must consider the hydrodynamic interactions
between bacteria to calculate the bulk stress in a nondilute

FIGURE 5 Temporal change in the length of the translational velocity

vectors (shape A, initially parallel). (a) t ¼ 0, (b) t ¼ 70, (c) t ¼ 120, and

(d) t ¼ 200.

FIGURE 4 Trajectories of interacting bacteria (shape A, initially parallel).

FIGURE 6 Sequences a–d showing the interactions be-
tween two shape A bacteria initially facing each other at a

distance of five units, as shown in a.

Interactions between Swimming Bacteria 2221

Biophysical Journal 93(6) 2217–2225
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• PMC dynamics: 
Hu, Yang, Gompper, Winkler, Soft Matter 11, 7867 (2015)

7868 | Soft Matter, 2015, 11, 7867--7876 This journal is©The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

fluid hydrodynamics. Moreover, a model for E. coli-type bacteria
that can reproduce experimental results and allows for quanti-
tative predictions of their swimming properties is desirable;
here, only a few modelling studies are available so far.20,24,34

In this article, we present a bacterium model which closely
resembles the geometry, flagellar elastic properties, and rotary
motor torque of E. coli. By MPC simulations, we show that this
model quantitatively reproduces the experimentally measured
properties of E. coli for both the hydrodynamic friction and the
relation between the bacterial swimming speed and flagellar
rotation frequency. We find that the flow field near the model
bacterium is rather complex with two spiral vortices arising
from counterrotation of the cell body and flagella. At larger
distances, the flow field displays a dipole pattern comparable to
that of swimming E. coli. We perform a detailed analysis of the
flow by comparison with the force-dipole and rotlet-dipole
approximations, which enables us to access the force-dipole
and rotlet-dipole strengths, which are essential quantities for
the description of bacterial swimming.

The rest of the manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2
outlines the bacterium model and the MPC method for the fluid.
Simulation results are presented in Section 3, and Section 4
summaries our findings. Further technical details for the flagellum
modelling are presented in Appendix A, and the analysis of the
flow field for periodic systems in Appendix B, respectively.

2 Simulation model and method
2.1 Bacterium model

The bacterium consists of a body and flagellar filaments, as
shown in Fig. 1, which are composed of point-like particles of mass
M = 10m. The cell body is represented by a spherocylinder of
diameter d = 9a and length lb = 25a, composed of 51 circular
sections of particles with a spacing of 0.5a, see Fig. 2(a). Here, m and

a are mass and length units related to the MPC fluid, as described
in Section 2.2. Both pole sections consist of a single particle only.
In each of the other 49 sections, 60 particles are uniformly
distributed along circles on the spherocylinder surface. To main-
tain the shape of the body, nearest- and next-nearest-neighboring
pairs of particles are bonded by a harmonic potential

Ubd ¼
1

2
Kbd r" reð Þ2; (1)

where r and re are the distance between the pair and the
preferred value, respectively. Moreover, two particles separated
by 10, 20, and 30 particles along each of the 49 circular sections
are additionally connected via the potential (1) in order to
obtain stable circles. The two pole particles are only bonded to
their 60 nearest neighbors. The bond strength Kbd = 104 kBT/a2 is
chosen for all bonds, whereas the preferred length re of each
bond is determined by the geometry. Here, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature.

A flagellum is described by the helical wormlike chain
model,13,57 with an adaptation suitable for the combination
with MPC. As shown in Fig. 2(b), a helical flagellum consists of
N = 76 segments with a total of 381 particles. In each segment,
six particles are arranged in an octahedron of edge length

a=
ffiffiffi
2
p

, forming 12 bonds along the edges and three along the

diagonals. The preferred bond lengths are re ¼ a=
ffiffiffi
2
p

for edges
and re = a for diagonals. The octahedron construction allows
for a straightforward description of the intrinsic twist of the
flagellum and a coupling of the twist to the forces exerted by the
MPC fluid.

The bonds b3
n = rin+1 " rin

with n = 1,. . .,N specify the contour
of the flagellum, and, together with b1

n = rin+1 " rin+3 and
b2

n = rin+2 " rin+4, define orthonormal triads {e1
n,e2

n,e3
n}, where

ean = ba
n/|ba

n| with aA {1,2,3}. Here, the rin
denote the positions of

the backbone particles, and the rin+k (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) the positions
of the particles in the plane with the normal e3

n.

Fig. 1 Model of E. coli. Bacteria differ in the number of flagella and
arrangement of flagella on the cell body. In a ‘symmetric’ arrangement,
the first contour particle of each flagellum is uniformly distributed along a
circle on the body. In a ‘random’ arrangement, the first contour particle is
randomly located on the body.

Fig. 2 (a) Model of the spherocylindrical cell body of diameter d = 0.9 mm
and length lb = 2.5 mm. It is composed of 51 circular sections of particles,
which are connected by the bond potential of eqn (1). (b) The flagellum, a
three-turn left-handed helix of radius R = 0.2 mm, pitch L = 2.2 mm and
contour length Lc = 7.6 mm (corresponding to the parallel length LJ =
6.6 mm), consists of 76 consecutive segments.
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v

o
¼ "

gcf
gtb þ gtf

: (8)

We obtain v/oR C 0.1 and 0.13 using the model and experi-
mental values in Table 1, respectively. These ratios are close to
v/oR = 0.07 from the fitted line in Fig. 4(a) and the experimental
ratio v/oR = 0.14. The agreement emphasizes the importance of
hydrodynamic coefficients for a quantitative understanding of
bacterial swimming.

Fig. 4(b) shows that the rotation frequency of a bundle
formed by four flagella near one pole of the cell body (red
points) is larger than that of a single flagellum (black points) at
the same motor torque, e.g., o/2p = 340 Hz versus 223 Hz at
|T| = 500 kBT. This result is consistent with the experimental
observation16 that a flagellar bundle rotates faster than a single
flagellum. The enhanced rotation as a result of the hydro-
dynamic coupling between the flagella has also been found
in simulations of helical bundles,18 where one of the ends of
the helices is fixed in space. We note, however, that such
hydrodynamic enhancement can be outweighed by the flagellum-
body friction, depending on the connection of flagellar filaments
to the body. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the bundle of four flagella with
a ‘symmetric’ arrangement on the body (purple points, Fig. 1(d)),
rotates slower than both a single flagellum (black points, Fig. 1(a))
and the bundle of four flagella near one pole of the body (red

points, Fig. 1(c)) at the same motor torque |T| r 400 kBT. In
E. coli, each flagellum is attached to the body via a flexible hook
of approximately 50 nm length,69 much shorter than the
flagellar helix radius of 0.2 mm. The rotating flagella that form
a bundle spanning over the body are very likely to collide with
the body, contributing to the flagellum-body friction. With
the single-flagellum rotational friction coefficient gr

f = 11 051
kBTt0, the torque rotating the bundle of four flagella with o/2p =
196 Hz (o = 0.037/t0, see the purple point at |T| = 500 kBT) is
gr

fo C 409 kBT, only about one-fifth of the total motor torque
2000 kBT, indicating a significant flagellum–flagellum and flagellum-
body friction.

3.4 Flow field

Fig. 5 shows the time-averaged flow field created by a model
bacterium of approximately 8 mm length in a periodic cubic
simulation box of length L = 25 mm. Each of the four flagella is
turned by a motor torque |T| = 1000 kBT, leading to a bundle
with rotation frequency o = 0.074/t0. The bacterial swimming
speed is v C 0.0125v0 and the propulsion force fp = gt

bv C 0.57 pN
consistent with the experimental values of about 0.4–0.6 pN.21,29

Harmonic potentials are applied to y- and z-positions of
the center-of-mass of the body and flagellar bundle such that
the swimming axis is parallel to the x-axis. The flow field in the
swimming plane, shown in Fig. 5(a), is computed by averaging

Fig. 5 Time-averaged flow field generated by a single swimming bacterium as obtained from simulations: (a) flow field in the swimming plane (b) the
theoretical flow pattern for a finite-distance force dipole as illustrated in Fig. 6(a) as superposition of two Stokeslets within the same periodic box as for
our simulations. (c–g) Flow fields in planes perpendicular to the swimming plane at positions indicated by the white vertical lines in (a). The streamlines
indicate the flow direction, and the logarithmic color scheme indicates the magnitude of the flow speed scaled by the bacterial swimming velocity.
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Q. Can scallops swim using simple reciprocal motion?
A. Yes, in a real-world (= at moderate Re).

simple reciprocal motion



Simpler swimmers in a small-scale
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A. No, in a small-world (= at low Re). 
• Purcell theorem: Purcell, AJP 45, 3 (1977)

𝜃(𝑡)

(Circulative)

Since we perform a full two-way coupling between the
articulated body and fluids, we are able to both demon-
strate effects like viscous drag and explore their variation
across different viscosities (equivalently speaking nondi-
mensionally, across different Reynolds numbers). Fig. 5
shows a body freely floating alongside a flipper. In this
example, we have kept the viscosity of the fluid low to
minimize viscous effects. As the flipper pushes the water
back to move forward, the freely floating body is also
pushed back along with the backward flow of the fluid. In
Fig. 6, we have increased the viscosity of the fluid to make
the viscous effects more pronounced. As one can see, the
freely floating body now moves along with the flipper and
the nearby fluid is viscously dragged along with the body.
Note that these effects can only be demonstrated and
distinguished if we perform a full two-way coupling
between the fluid and the bodies. For comparison, simply
modeling an everywhere-uniform drag force would fail to
capture such interactions between different bodies in fluids.
The effects of the fluid on a swimmer’s global orientation
can be seen when the flipper reaches the end of the fluid
domain and begins turning upwards.

Further demonstrating the effects of different viscosities
on swimming motions, we find it useful to consider the case
of the Purcell swimmer. Purcell identified in 1976 that the
simplest “animal” that can swim at zero Reynolds numbers
is one with three straight elements connected by two hinges.
A single-hinged creature like our simple flipper above
makes little headway at small Reynolds number because
inertia is unavailable to break the time reversibility of the
different elements of the swimming cycle. In contrast,
Purcell proposed a sequence of configurations (shown in
Fig. 7) which enables the three-link Purcell swimmer to
propel itself in an irreversible way, even at zero Reynolds
number. We wrote controllers to apply forces at the two
joints in such a way that the swimmer follows these desired
configurations. Fig. 8 shows frames from an animation of
the swimmer. It requires subtle analysis to determine which
direction such a simple swimmer will move; as is predicted
in [36], our swimmer swims in the left direction due to the
fluid forces. To our knowledge, this is the first CFD
simulation of this mechanism.

We note that understanding viscosity effects in swim-
ming is a subtle matter, and that it can be puzzling to
unravel the conditions on which decreasing viscosity
alternatively impedes or aids a particular swimming
motion. On the one hand, increased viscosity increases
drag on the swimming object; but this increased viscosity
simultaneously gives a swimmer a firmer material with
which to push off of. Gettelfinger and Cussler [37] recently

established that these two effects effectively cancel each
other out for human swimmers. Their experiment was so
humorously dramatic, including competitive collegiate
swimmers in a pool of guar, that it netted a 2005 IgNobel
Prize for Chemistry. For our purposes, it demonstrates the
complexities involved in human swimming.

5.2 Mocap Swimming

Now we will describe our experiments with motion capture
data and how it interacts with fluids. For these animations,
we captured a variety of swimming strokes like the crawl,
breaststroke, and backstroke. Motions like these swimming
strokes are very hard to mocap. Fig. 14 shows three
different ways our subjects were asked to perform the
required motions. These are hard motions to perform, as
most of the real dynamics are only possible when one is
immersed in water, and moreover, all of these capture
setups are extremely cumbersome. Nonetheless, we were
able to capture several instances of crawl, breaststroke, and
backstroke. A correct looking butterfly stroke was just not
possible, as none of our subjects could move their bodies in
the manner required for that stroke while being suspended
or supported from below. In the next few paragraphs, we
discuss some of the details and images of these animations.
The included video is the best way to evaluate these results.
In addition to simulating these animations with different
configurations, we also recorded a video of a person
swimming for visual comparison. The subject in the video
tape is not the same as the one motion captured, and we do
not attempt any form of synchronization between the video
and the animation.

The input to our system is cleaned up motion capture
data. Joint angles of the various joints are then extracted to
give the desired angle term !̂ used in (5).

For simplicity, we modeled each part of the human
articulated body as a cuboid with a predefined thickness
and length corresponding to the limb length in the motion
capture data. Using full meshes to model the articulated
bodies would also be possible, but is left as future work. In
most cases, the relative density of the bodies was kept close
to one; however, we lowered the value a little when we
wanted the swimmer to stay close to the surface, in
particular for the crawl and backstroke.

Another problem we had was that of control. When left
entirely on its own, our simulated swimmer moved in all
directions. Though the simulated motion looked completely
natural, the usefulness of the method was heavily compro-
mised. To avoid this problem we applied small external
torques on the torso of the body so that it maintains a fixed

76 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. 16, NO. 1, JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2010

Fig. 7. The configuration cycle followed by a Purcell swimmer [18].

Fig. 8. A Purcell swimmer moving to the left.
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Assuming that the spheres are moving inside the fluid
with velocity vectors Vi, with the index i denoting the labels
of the spheres, the description of the system involves solving
the above-mentioned equations with a zero velocity bound-
ary condition at infinity and no-slip boundary conditions on
the spheres, which implies

ur on the ith sphere = Vi. !3"

The variables that are necessary to determine the dynamics
of the spheres are their velocities Vi and the forces Fi acting
on them. By solving the above governing equations, we will
be able to obtain the fluid velocity in the medium, and hence,
the corresponding stress tensor that will give us the required
forces on the spheres. It is a simple observation that because
of the linearity of the governing equations, and the linearity
of the stress tensor with respect to the velocity field, one can
generally expect a relation of the form:

Vi =#
j=1

3

Hij · F j , !4"

where the symmetric Oseen tensor Hij depends on viscosity,
the geometry of the bodies immersed in it (in our case the
spheres), and their relative orientations. Including the condi-
tion that there are no external forces such as gravity, the
system of spheres should be force-free:

#
j=1

3

F j = 0 . !5"

Since we are only interested in the dynamics of the
spheres, we can equivalently solve the set of Eqs. (4) and (5),
instead of Eqs. (1) and (2). To solve these equations we need
to know the form of the Oseen’s tensor. Let us consider a
coordinate system in which the position vector of the ith
sphere is xi and the separation between the ith and the jth
spheres will be xij$xi−x j, with a unit vector n̂ in this direc-

tion. General symmetry considerations will allow us to write
the hydrodynamic interaction tensor in the following form
[10,11]:

Hij =
1

6!"R
%Aij!#"n̂n̂ + Bij!#"!I − n̂n̂"& , !6"

where we use the dimensionless quantity #=R /xij. Assuming
that the separations between the spheres are sufficiently
larger than their sizes, we can write a perturbation expansion
for the symmetric coefficients Aij and Bij in powers of #,
which reads

Aij = ' 1 + O!#4" , i = j
3
2

#ij + O!#3" , i! j
!7"

and

Bij = ' 1 + O!#4" , i = j
3
4

#ij + O!#3" , i! j
!8"

to the leading order. Note that for simplicity we are consid-
ering only the translational motion for the spheres, although
the effects of rotational motion can be taken into account in
a similar way. Moreover, extra simplification comes from the
one-dimensional nature of the motion, such that the tensorial
structure of the hydrodynamic interactions plays no impor-
tant role in the dynamics.
To analyze the motion of the system during one complete

period of the nonreciprocal cycle, we introduce an auxiliary
move as shown in Fig. 3. During this motion, the right arm
has a constant length $ while the left arm changes its length
from D to D−% with the constant velocity W. Using symme-
try arguments, we can relate all four steps in the nonrecipro-
cal cycle to the above move, as follows: Step (a) corresponds
to the auxiliary move by setting $=D. By applying a reflec-
tion transformation with respect to any point on the x axis,
step (b) can be mapped onto the auxiliary move with $=D
−%. Step (c) is obtained by applying a time-reversal transfor-
mation on the auxiliary move, with $=D−%. Finally, step (d)
is obtained by applying a reflection transformation [as in step
(b)] followed by a time-reversal transformation, with $=D.

FIG. 2. Complete cycle of the proposed nonreciprocal motion of
the swimmer, which is composed of four consecutive time-reversal
breaking stages: (a) the left arm decreases its length with the con-
stant relative velocity W, (b) the right arm decreases its length with
the same velocity, (c) the left arm opens up to its original length,
and finally, (d) the right arm elongates to its original size. By com-
pleting the cycle the whole system is displaced to the right side by
an amount &.

FIG. 3. An auxiliary (fictitious) movement in which the right
arm has a constant length $ while the left arm changes its length
from D to D−%. During this movement the middle sphere will be
displaced by an amount & f!$".
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the averaging process up to the second order is u1u̇2− u̇1u2,
which yields Eq. !12". Note that this argument works even if
the spheres have finite large radii that are not small compa-
rable to the average length of the arms. It is instructive at this
point to examine a few explicit examples of swimming
cycles for the three-sphere swimmer.

A. Harmonic deformations

Let us consider harmonic deformations for the two arms,
with identical frequencies ! and a mismatch in phases,
namely,

u1!t" = d1 cos!!t + "1" , !14"

u2!t" = d2 cos!!t + "2" . !15"

The average swimming velocity from Eq. !12" reads

V0 =
K

2
d1d2! sin!"1 − "2" . !16"

This result shows that the maximum velocity is obtained
when the phase difference is # /2, which supports the picture
of maximizing the area covered by the trajectory of the
swimming cycle in the parameter space of the deformations.
A phase difference of 0 or #, for example, will create closed
trajectories with zero area, or just lines.

B. Simultaneous switching and asymmetric relaxation

Thinking about practical aspects of implementing such
swimming strokes in real systems, it might appear difficult to
incorporate a phase difference in the motion of the two parts
of a swimmer. In particular, for small scale swimmers we
would not have direct mechanical access to the different
parts of the system and the deformations would be more
easily triggered externally by some kind of generic interac-
tion with the system, such as shining laser pulses. In this
case, we need to incorporate a net phase difference in the
response of the two parts of the system to simultaneous trig-
gers. This can be achieved if the two parts of the system have
different relaxation times. To illustrate this, imagine that the
arms of the swimmer could switch their lengths via exponen-
tial relaxation between two values of li−di /2 and li+di /2
back and forth as a switch is turned on and off. The defor-
mation can be written as

ui!t" = # di$−
1
2

+
1 − e−t/$i

1 − e−T/2$i
% , 0 % t %

T

2
,

di$−
1
2

+
e−t/$i − e−T/$i

e−T/2$i − e−T/$i
% ,

T

2
% t % T ,& !17"

for i=1,2, where $i’s are the corresponding relaxation times,
and T is the !common" period of the switchings. We find

V0 =
K

8
d1d2' 1

$1
−

1
$2
(F' T

4$1
,

T

4$2
( , !18"

where

F!x,y" =
1

sinh x sinh y
$ sinh!x + y"

!x + y"
−

sinh!x − y"
!x − y" % .

!19"

The above function is a smooth and monotonically decaying
function of both x and y that is always positive, and it
has the asymptotic limits F!0,0"= 2

3 , F!x ,y→&"=0, and
F!x→& ,y"=0. Here, the phase mismatch is materialized in
the difference in the relaxation times, despite the fact that the
deformations are switched on and off simultaneously.

C. Noisy deformations

Another important issue in practical situations is the in-
evitability of random or stochastic behavior of the deforma-
tions. In small scales, Brownian agitations of the environ-
ment become a significant issue, and we would like to know
how feasible it is to extract a net coordinated swimming
motion from a set of two noisy deformation patterns. Using
the Fourier transform of the deformations !i=1,2"

ui!t" =) d!

2#
ui!!"ei!t, !20"

we can calculate the time-averaged swimming velocity of
Eq. !12" as

V0 =
K

2
1
T
) d!

2#
i!*u2!!"u1!− !" − u1!!"u2!− !"+ . !21"

For deformations that have discrete spectra !i=1,2", namely,

ui!t" = ,
n

din cos!!nt + "in" , !22"

we find

V0 =
K

2 ,
n

d1nd2n!n sin!"1n − "2n" . !23"

This shows that a net swimming is the result of coordinated
motions of the different modes in the frequency spectrum,
and the net velocity is the sum of the individual contributions
of the different modes. As long as we can achieve a certain
degree of coherence in a number of selected frequencies, we
can have a net swimming despite the noisy nature of the
deformations.

IV. INTERNAL FORCES AND STRESSES

The interaction of the spheres and the medium involves
forces as these parts of the swimmer make their ways
through the viscous fluid when performing the swimming
strokes. We have calculated these forces for a general swim-
mer, but since their expressions are quite lengthy, we choose
to present them only in the particular case where all the
spheres have equal radii, namely, a1=a2=a3=a. For arbi-
trarily large deformations, we find

f1 =
#'a2

2
$4

L̇1

L2
+ 2

L̇2

L1
+

L̇1 − L̇2

L1 + L2
% , !24"
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The above function is a smooth and monotonically decaying
function of both x and y that is always positive, and it
has the asymptotic limits F!0,0"= 2

3 , F!x ,y→&"=0, and
F!x→& ,y"=0. Here, the phase mismatch is materialized in
the difference in the relaxation times, despite the fact that the
deformations are switched on and off simultaneously.

C. Noisy deformations

Another important issue in practical situations is the in-
evitability of random or stochastic behavior of the deforma-
tions. In small scales, Brownian agitations of the environ-
ment become a significant issue, and we would like to know
how feasible it is to extract a net coordinated swimming
motion from a set of two noisy deformation patterns. Using
the Fourier transform of the deformations !i=1,2"
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we can calculate the time-averaged swimming velocity of
Eq. !12" as
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For deformations that have discrete spectra !i=1,2", namely,
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we find

V0 =
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This shows that a net swimming is the result of coordinated
motions of the different modes in the frequency spectrum,
and the net velocity is the sum of the individual contributions
of the different modes. As long as we can achieve a certain
degree of coherence in a number of selected frequencies, we
can have a net swimming despite the noisy nature of the
deformations.

IV. INTERNAL FORCES AND STRESSES

The interaction of the spheres and the medium involves
forces as these parts of the swimmer make their ways
through the viscous fluid when performing the swimming
strokes. We have calculated these forces for a general swim-
mer, but since their expressions are quite lengthy, we choose
to present them only in the particular case where all the
spheres have equal radii, namely, a1=a2=a3=a. For arbi-
trarily large deformations, we find

f1 =
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The simple model of a low Reynolds number swimmer made from three spheres that are connected by two
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consumption, and efficiency of the swimmer are calculated both for general deformations and also for specific
model prescriptions. The role of noise and coherence in the stroke cycle is also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a significant complication in designing swimmers
at small scale as they have to undergo nonreciprocal defor-
mations to break the time-reversal symmetry and achieve
propulsion at low Reynolds number #1$. While it is not so
difficult to imagine constructing motion cycles with the de-
sired property when we have a large number of degrees of
freedom at hand—as nature does, for example—this will
prove nontrivial when we want to design something with
only a few degrees of freedom and strike a balance between
simplicity and functionality, similar to most human-
engineered devices #2$. Recently, there has been an increased
interest in such designs #3–17$ and an interesting example of
such robotic microswimmers has been realized experimen-
tally using magnetic colloids attached by DNA linkers #18$.
While constructing small swimmers that generate surface
distortions is a natural choice, it is also possible to take ad-
vantage of the general class of phoretic phenomena to
achieve locomotion, as they become predominant at small
scales #19$.

Here we consider a recently introduced model for a
simple low Reynolds number swimmer that is made of three
linked spheres #3$, and present a detailed analysis of it mo-
tion. Unlike the Purcell swimmer #2$ that is difficult to ana-
lyze because it takes advantage of the rotational degrees of
freedom of finite rods that move near each other #20$, the
three-sphere swimmer model is amenable to analytical analy-
sis as it involves the translational degrees of freedom in one
dimension only, which simplifies the tensorial structure of
the fluid motion. We present closed form expressions for the
swimming velocity with arbitrary swimming deformation
cycles, and also use a perturbation scheme to simplify the
results so that the study can be taken further. We examine
various mechanical aspects of the motion including the pat-
tern of the internal forces during the swimming, the force-
velocity response of the swimmer due to external loads, the
power consumption rate, and the hydrodynamic efficiency of
the swimmer. Finally, we consider the role of the phase dif-
ference between the motion of the two parts of the swimmer

and propose a mechanism to build in a constant !coherent"
phase difference in a system that is triggered from the out-
side. We also discuss the effect of noise on the swimming
velocity of the model system. We also note that the three-
sphere low Reynolds swimmer has been recently generalized
to the case of a swimmer with a macroscopic cargo container
#21$, and a swimmer whose deformations are driven by sto-
chastic random configurational transitions #22$.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the
three-sphere low Reynolds number swimmer model is intro-
duced in a general form and a simplified analysis of its
swimming is presented. This is followed by a detailed dis-
cussion of its swimming velocity in Sec. III, with a focus on
a few particular examples of swimming stroke cycles. Sec-
tion IV is devoted to a discussion on internal stresses and
forces acting during the swimming cycle, and Sec. V studies
the force-velocity response of the swimmer. The power con-
sumption and efficiency of the model swimmer are discussed
in Sec. VI, followed by concluding remarks in Sec. VII. Ap-
pendix A contains the closed form expression for the swim-
ming velocity of the general asymmetric swimmer, which is
the basis of some of the results discussed in the paper.

II. THREE-SPHERE SWIMMER: SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS

We begin with a simplified model geometry which con-
sists of three spheres of radii ai !i=1,2 ,3" that are separated
by two arms of lengths L1 and L2 as depicted in Fig. 1. Each
sphere exerts a force f i on !and experiences a force −f i from"
the fluid that we assume to be along the swimmer axis. In the
limit ai /Lj "1, we can use the Oseen tensor #23,24$ to relate
the forces and the velocities as

v1 =
f1

6#$a1
+

f2

4#$L1
+

f3

4#$!L1 + L2"
, !1"

*r.golestanian@sheffield.ac.uk

a3a2
a1

L2L1

FIG. 1. Schematics of the three-sphere swimmer. The two arms
can open and close in a prescribed form, and this could lead to
locomotion if the swimming strokes are nonreciprocal.
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v2 =
f1

4!"L1
+

f2

6!"a2
+

f3

4!"L2
, !2"

v3 =
f1

4!"!L1 + L2"
+

f2

4!"L2
+

f3

6!"a3
. !3"

Note that in this simple one-dimensional case, the tensorial
structure of the hydrodynamic Green’s function !Oseen ten-
sor" does not enter the calculations as all the forces and ve-
locities are parallel to each other and to the position vectors.
The swimming velocity of the whole object is the mean
translational velocity, namely,

V =
1
3

!v1 + v2 + v3" . !4"

We are seeking to study autonomous net swimming, which
requires the whole system to be force-free !i.e., there are no
external forces acting on the spheres". This means that the
above equations are subject to the constraint

f1 + f2 + f3 = 0. !5"

Eliminating f2 using Eq. !5", we can calculate the swimming
velocity from Eqs. !1"–!4" as

V0 =
1
3
#$ 1

a1
−

1
a2
% +

3
2
$ 1

L1 + L2
−

1
L2
%&$ f1

6!"
%

+
1
3
#$ 1

a3
−

1
a2
% +

3
2
$ 1

L1 + L2
−

1
L1
%&$ f3

6!"
% , !6"

where the subscript 0 denotes the force-free condition. To
close the system of equations, we should either prescribe the
forces !stresses" acting across each linker, or alternatively the
opening and closing motion of each arm as a function of
time. We choose to prescribe the motion of the arms connect-
ing the three spheres, and assume that the velocities

L̇1 = v2 − v1, !7"

L̇2 = v3 − v2, !8"

are known functions. We then use Eqs. !1"–!3" and !5" to
solve for f1 and f3 as a function of L̇1 and L̇2. Putting the
resulting expressions for f1 and f3 back in Eq. !6", and keep-
ing only terms in the leading order in ai /Lj consistent with
our original scheme, we find the average swimming velocity
to the leading order.

III. SWIMMING VELOCITY

The result of the above calculations is the lengthy expres-
sion of Eq. !A1" reported in the Appendix. This result is
suitable for numerical studies of swimming cycles with arbi-
trarily large deformations. For the simple case where all the
spheres have the same radii, namely, a=a1=a2=a3, Eq. !6"
simplifies to

V0 =
a

6
#$ L̇2 − L̇1

L1 + L2
% + 2$ L̇1

L2
−

L̇2

L1
%& , !9"

plus terms that average to zero over a full swimming cycle.
Equation !9" is also valid for arbitrarily large deformations.

We can also consider relatively small deformations and
perform an expansion of the swimming velocity to the lead-
ing order. Using

L1 = l1 + u1, !10"

L2 = l2 + u2, !11"

in Eq. !A1", and expanding to the leading order in ui / lj, we
find the average swimming velocity as

V0 =
K

2
!u1u̇2 − u̇1u2" , !12"

where

K =
3a1a2a3

!a1 + a2 + a3"2# 1

l1
2 +

1

l2
2 −

1
!l1 + l2"2& . !13"

In the above result, the averaging is performed by time inte-
gration in a full cycle. Note that terms proportional to u1u̇1,
u2u̇2, and u1u̇2+ u̇1u2 are eliminated because they are full
time derivatives and they average out to zero in a cycle.
Equation !12" clearly shows that the average swimming ve-
locity is proportional to the enclosed area that is swept in a
full cycle in the configuration space 'i.e., in the !u1 ,u2"
space(. This result, which is valid within the perturbation
theory, is inherently related to the geometrical structure of
theory the low Reynolds number swimming studied by Sha-
pere and Wilczek '26(. Naturally, the swimmer can achieve
higher velocities if it can maximize this area by introducing
sufficient phase difference between the two deformation
cycles !see below". We also note that the above result is more
general than what was previously considered in Ref. '3(,
which corresponded to the class of configurational changes
that happen one at a time, i.e., spanning rectangular areas in
the configuration space '25(.

We can actually obtain Eq. !12" from a rather general
argument. Since the deformation of the arms is prescribed,
the instantaneous net displacement velocity of the
swimmer should take on a series expansion form of
v!t"=Aiu̇i+Biju̇iuj +Cijku̇iujuk+¯, where the coefficients Ai,
Bij, Cijk, etc., are purely geometrical prefactors !i.e., involv-
ing only the length scales ai’s and li’s". Terms of higher order
than one in velocity will have to be excluded on the grounds
that in Stokes hydrodynamics forces are linearly dependent
on !prescribed" velocities, and then the velocity any where
else is also linearly proportional to the forces, which renders
an overall linear dependency of the swimming velocity on
set velocities. Moreover, higher order terms in velocity
would require a time scale such as the period of the motion
to balance the dimensions, which is not a quantity that is
known to the system at any instant !i.e., would require non-
local effects". Since the motion is periodic and we should
average over one complete cycle to find the net swimming
velocity, we can note that the only combination that survives
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where the subscript 0 denotes the force-free condition. To
close the system of equations, we should either prescribe the
forces !stresses" acting across each linker, or alternatively the
opening and closing motion of each arm as a function of
time. We choose to prescribe the motion of the arms connect-
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resulting expressions for f1 and f3 back in Eq. !6", and keep-
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3a1a2a3

!a1 + a2 + a3"2# 1

l1
2 +

1

l2
2 −

1
!l1 + l2"2& . !13"

In the above result, the averaging is performed by time inte-
gration in a full cycle. Note that terms proportional to u1u̇1,
u2u̇2, and u1u̇2+ u̇1u2 are eliminated because they are full
time derivatives and they average out to zero in a cycle.
Equation !12" clearly shows that the average swimming ve-
locity is proportional to the enclosed area that is swept in a
full cycle in the configuration space 'i.e., in the !u1 ,u2"
space(. This result, which is valid within the perturbation
theory, is inherently related to the geometrical structure of
theory the low Reynolds number swimming studied by Sha-
pere and Wilczek '26(. Naturally, the swimmer can achieve
higher velocities if it can maximize this area by introducing
sufficient phase difference between the two deformation
cycles !see below". We also note that the above result is more
general than what was previously considered in Ref. '3(,
which corresponded to the class of configurational changes
that happen one at a time, i.e., spanning rectangular areas in
the configuration space '25(.

We can actually obtain Eq. !12" from a rather general
argument. Since the deformation of the arms is prescribed,
the instantaneous net displacement velocity of the
swimmer should take on a series expansion form of
v!t"=Aiu̇i+Biju̇iuj +Cijku̇iujuk+¯, where the coefficients Ai,
Bij, Cijk, etc., are purely geometrical prefactors !i.e., involv-
ing only the length scales ai’s and li’s". Terms of higher order
than one in velocity will have to be excluded on the grounds
that in Stokes hydrodynamics forces are linearly dependent
on !prescribed" velocities, and then the velocity any where
else is also linearly proportional to the forces, which renders
an overall linear dependency of the swimming velocity on
set velocities. Moreover, higher order terms in velocity
would require a time scale such as the period of the motion
to balance the dimensions, which is not a quantity that is
known to the system at any instant !i.e., would require non-
local effects". Since the motion is periodic and we should
average over one complete cycle to find the net swimming
velocity, we can note that the only combination that survives
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+
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Note that in this simple one-dimensional case, the tensorial
structure of the hydrodynamic Green’s function !Oseen ten-
sor" does not enter the calculations as all the forces and ve-
locities are parallel to each other and to the position vectors.
The swimming velocity of the whole object is the mean
translational velocity, namely,

V =
1
3

!v1 + v2 + v3" . !4"

We are seeking to study autonomous net swimming, which
requires the whole system to be force-free !i.e., there are no
external forces acting on the spheres". This means that the
above equations are subject to the constraint

f1 + f2 + f3 = 0. !5"

Eliminating f2 using Eq. !5", we can calculate the swimming
velocity from Eqs. !1"–!4" as
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−
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−
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where the subscript 0 denotes the force-free condition. To
close the system of equations, we should either prescribe the
forces !stresses" acting across each linker, or alternatively the
opening and closing motion of each arm as a function of
time. We choose to prescribe the motion of the arms connect-
ing the three spheres, and assume that the velocities

L̇1 = v2 − v1, !7"

L̇2 = v3 − v2, !8"

are known functions. We then use Eqs. !1"–!3" and !5" to
solve for f1 and f3 as a function of L̇1 and L̇2. Putting the
resulting expressions for f1 and f3 back in Eq. !6", and keep-
ing only terms in the leading order in ai /Lj consistent with
our original scheme, we find the average swimming velocity
to the leading order.

III. SWIMMING VELOCITY

The result of the above calculations is the lengthy expres-
sion of Eq. !A1" reported in the Appendix. This result is
suitable for numerical studies of swimming cycles with arbi-
trarily large deformations. For the simple case where all the
spheres have the same radii, namely, a=a1=a2=a3, Eq. !6"
simplifies to
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−

L̇2

L1
%& , !9"

plus terms that average to zero over a full swimming cycle.
Equation !9" is also valid for arbitrarily large deformations.

We can also consider relatively small deformations and
perform an expansion of the swimming velocity to the lead-
ing order. Using

L1 = l1 + u1, !10"

L2 = l2 + u2, !11"

in Eq. !A1", and expanding to the leading order in ui / lj, we
find the average swimming velocity as
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In the above result, the averaging is performed by time inte-
gration in a full cycle. Note that terms proportional to u1u̇1,
u2u̇2, and u1u̇2+ u̇1u2 are eliminated because they are full
time derivatives and they average out to zero in a cycle.
Equation !12" clearly shows that the average swimming ve-
locity is proportional to the enclosed area that is swept in a
full cycle in the configuration space 'i.e., in the !u1 ,u2"
space(. This result, which is valid within the perturbation
theory, is inherently related to the geometrical structure of
theory the low Reynolds number swimming studied by Sha-
pere and Wilczek '26(. Naturally, the swimmer can achieve
higher velocities if it can maximize this area by introducing
sufficient phase difference between the two deformation
cycles !see below". We also note that the above result is more
general than what was previously considered in Ref. '3(,
which corresponded to the class of configurational changes
that happen one at a time, i.e., spanning rectangular areas in
the configuration space '25(.

We can actually obtain Eq. !12" from a rather general
argument. Since the deformation of the arms is prescribed,
the instantaneous net displacement velocity of the
swimmer should take on a series expansion form of
v!t"=Aiu̇i+Biju̇iuj +Cijku̇iujuk+¯, where the coefficients Ai,
Bij, Cijk, etc., are purely geometrical prefactors !i.e., involv-
ing only the length scales ai’s and li’s". Terms of higher order
than one in velocity will have to be excluded on the grounds
that in Stokes hydrodynamics forces are linearly dependent
on !prescribed" velocities, and then the velocity any where
else is also linearly proportional to the forces, which renders
an overall linear dependency of the swimming velocity on
set velocities. Moreover, higher order terms in velocity
would require a time scale such as the period of the motion
to balance the dimensions, which is not a quantity that is
known to the system at any instant !i.e., would require non-
local effects". Since the motion is periodic and we should
average over one complete cycle to find the net swimming
velocity, we can note that the only combination that survives
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• push-me-pull-you (PMPY) model: 
Avron, Kenneth, Oaknin, NJP 7, 234 (2005) 
Silverberg et al., Bioinspiration and Biomimetics 15, 64001 (2020)

2 Institute of Physics !DEUTSCHE PHYSIKALISCHE GESELLSCHAFT

Figure 1. Five snapshots of the pushmepullyou swimming stroke (left) and
the corresponding strokes of the three linked spheres (right). Both figures are
schematic. After a full cycle, the swimmers resume their original shape but are
displaced to the right. Pushmepullyou is both more intuitive and more efficient
than the three linked spheres. See the accompanying movie.

of this paper is to give an example of an elementary and fairly intuitive swimmer that is also
remarkably efficient provided it is allowed to make large strokes.

The swimmer is made of two spherical bladders that exchange volumes in each stroke,
figure 1(left). For the sake of simplicity and concreteness we assume that the total volume,
v0, is conserved. The bladders are elastic bodies that impose no-slip boundary conditions. The
swimming stroke is a closed path in the v − ! plane, where v is the volume of, say, the left sphere
and ! the distance between them. For reasons that shall become clear below, we call the swimmer
pushmepullyou.

Like the three linked spheres, pushmepullyou is mathematically elementary only in the limit
where the distance between the spheres is large, i.e. when εi = ai/! " 1 (ai stands for the radii
of the two spheres and ! for the distances between the spheres). In this limit, one can construct a
solution to a collection of spheres from the known solution to a single sphere using the linearity of
the Stokes equations for low Reynolds number R = ρav/µ " 1 (see the appendix). We further
assume that the distance ! is not too large, i.e. !v " µ/ρ. This last assumption is not essential and
is made for simplicity only. (To treat large ! one needs to replace the Stokes solution, equation
(A.1), by the more complicated, but still elementary, Oseen–Lamb solution [8].)

Pushmepullyou is simpler than the three linked spheres: it involves two spheres rather
than three; it is more intuitive physically and is easier to solve mathematically. It also swims
a larger distance per stroke and is considerably more efficient.1 If large strokes are allowed, it
can outperform conventional models of biological swimmers that swim by beating a flagellum
[9]. If only small strokes are allowed then pushmepullyou, like all squirmers [7], becomes rather
inefficient.

1 A competetion between the three linked spheres and pushmepullyou can be viewed at
http://physics.technion.ac.il/ãvron. The competition is made with the following rules: the spheres have the
same (average) radii and the same (average) !. Furthermore, the strokes are similar rectangles in shape space with
identical periods. Pushmepullyou is then both faster and spends considerably less energy.

New Journal of Physics 7 (2005) 234 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Since the system is force-free f1+f2+f3 = 0 and because the total volume
V is conserved

v̇1 + v̇2 + v̇3 = 0 or a21ȧ1 + a22ȧ2 + a23ȧ3 = 0. (8)

From the foregoing we find that

Ū =
(a1 + a2 − 3

4a3)v̇1 − (a3 + a2 − 3
4a1)v̇3

4l2(a1 + a2 + a3)
(9)

where a2 =
(
3V/(4π)− a31 − a33

)1/3
.

To propel the swimmer with v̇i given, the power required is

P =
µ

π

[(
1

a31
+

1

a32

)
v̇21 +

2

a32
v̇1v̇3 +

(
1

a32
+

1

a33

)
v̇23

]
(10)

and the efficiency of a stroke γ is [2]

e(γ) :=
6πµX2(γ)

τ
∫ τ
0 Pdt

.

Some analytical results on movement can be obtained – detailed proofs
of the folllowing will appear elsewhere [11]. Let d̄X > 0 represent an
infinitesimal displacement to the right in Fig. 3. Given an infinitesimal
shape change (da1, da3), it follows from Eq. 9 that

d̄X =
π

l2

[
a21

(
1− 7

4

a3
a1+a2+a3

)
da1 − a23

(
1− 7

4

a1
a1+a2+a3

)
da3

]
. (11)

Using Stokes’ theorem, the translation δX associated with a closed loop is

δX =
7π

4l2

[
a21∂a3

a3
a1 + a2 + a3

+ a23∂a1

a1
a1 + a2 + a3

]
da1 ∧ da3, (12)

where da1 ∧ da3 denotes the signed area enclosed by the loop. Some con-
clusions that can be drawn from this are as follows:

• When only one dai is non-zero, the direction of movement is always
from the expanding sphere to the contracting one, provided that
the center sphere is large enough. An intuitive explanation of this
can be found in [2]: the expanding sphere acts as a source pushing
away the shrinking sphere which acts as a sink to pull the expanding
sphere.

• For any stroke γ homotopic to S1 in the (a1, a2) plane, an in-
crease of the stroke amplitude will increase the net translation per
stroke, while an increase in the initial radius a20 of the central
sphere (with a10 and a30 fixed) will decrease the net translation
per stroke. A first-order approximation to the displacement is
|X(γ)| ∼ ε

lArea(Ω), where ε ∼ ai/l, Ω is the region enclosed by γ,
and Area(Ω) is the signed area of Ω.
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• 3-sphere volume exchange (VE) model:
Wang, Hu, Othmer, IMA 155, 185 (2012) MODELS OF LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER SWIMMERS 189

Fig. 3. A cycle of the swimmer

The solution to Eq. 2 for the flow around a single sphere of radius a
subject to a force f and dilated at the rate v̇ is

u(r; a, f , v̇) =
1

24πµr

[(
3 + ξ2

)
f + 3(1− ξ2)(f · r̂)r̂

]
+

v̇

4πr2
r̂ (5)

where r = |r|, r̂ is the unit direction of r, and u(r; a, f , v̇) is the velocity at
position r from the center of the sphere [2] and ξ ≡ a/r.

In the linear case, by symmetry, both the net velocities of the spheres
and the net forces acting on each sphere should be parallel to the symmetry
axis, thus can be taken as scalars. Let fi be the net force acting on the
ith sphere by the surrounding Stokes fluid. It is reasonable to assume that
O(f1) ∼ O(f2) ∼ O(f3). To leading order in ε ∼ ai/l,






U1 ∼ f1
6πµa1

− v̇2
4l2

− v̇3
16l2

U2 ∼ f2
6πµa2

+
v̇1
4l2

− v̇3
4l2

U3 ∼ f3
6πµa3

+
v̇1
16l2

+
v̇2
4l2

(6)

where Ui is the velocity at the center of the ith sphere.
The swimming velocity of the whole object is the mean translational

velocity. Because we assume that the length of the two connecting arms is
always l, we have l̇ = U2 − U1 = U3 − U2 = 0, and therefore

U1 = U2 = U3 = Ū . (7)
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where da1 ∧ da3 denotes the signed area enclosed by the loop. Some con-
clusions that can be drawn from this are as follows:

• When only one dai is non-zero, the direction of movement is always
from the expanding sphere to the contracting one, provided that
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can be found in [2]: the expanding sphere acts as a source pushing
away the shrinking sphere which acts as a sink to pull the expanding
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• For any stroke γ homotopic to S1 in the (a1, a2) plane, an in-
crease of the stroke amplitude will increase the net translation per
stroke, while an increase in the initial radius a20 of the central
sphere (with a10 and a30 fixed) will decrease the net translation
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• NG vs PMPY vs VE
Wang, Othmer, MBE 12, 1303 (2015)

CELL SWIMMING 3

(a) Purcell (b) NG (c) PMPY (d) VE

a1 a3a2

l l

Figure 2: Low Reynolds number swimming models: (a) Purcell’s 3-link swimmer [36]; (b) Najafi-
Golestanian’s 3-sphere model (NG)[31]; (c) Pushmepullyou (PMPY) [7]; (d) The 3-sphere volume-
exchange model (VE) [42].

A central problem in the analysis of both biological LRN swimmers and mini-
robots is whether a cyclic sequence of deformations results in significant movement,
and if such a swimming mode is e�cient by some measure. This has been studied for
Purcell’s swimmer [39], the PMPY swimmer [5] and cilia-based swimming [29, 32].
Lighthill’s definition [28] provides one metric of e�ciency and several others have
been used, but we will introduce a new criterion to measure the performance of
LRN swimmers.

Of course in reality the various shape changes that have been analyzed require
internal forces that generate the shape changes needed for propulsion of the or-
ganism. In biological organisms this interior problem involves the biochemical and
biophysical changes in the cytoskeleton needed to produce the necessary intracellu-
lar forces and shape changes, but here we simply prescribe the shape changes and
treat the exterior problem. An integrated model that includes sensing the environ-
ment and controlling the shape changes so as to move is still beyond reach for even
a single-cell organism.

2. Movement by shape changes – the exterior problem. The Navier-Stokes
equations for an incompressible fluid of density ⇢, viscosity µ, and velocity u are

⇢
@u

@t
+ ⇢(u ·r)u = r · � + fext = �rp+ µ�u+ fext, (1)

r · u = 0 (2)

where � = �p�+µ(ru+(ru)T ) is the Cauchy stress tensor and fext is the external
force field. Herein we assume that the swimmer is self-propelled and does not rely
on any exterior force, and therefore we require that fext = 0. The Reynolds number
based on a characteristic length scale L and speed scale U is Re = ⇢LU/µ, and
when converted to dimensionless form and the symbols re-defined, the equations
read

ReSl
@u

@t
+Re(u ·r)u = �rp+�u,

(3)

r · u = 0.
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Figure 5: A comparison of the three linked-sphere swimmers. (a,b) U(t) and P (t) of the swimmers
within a cycle with L = 6. (c,d) U(t) and P (t) of the swimmers within a cycle with L = 30. (e,f) Net
translation X and performance e of the three swimmers with di↵erent values of L.

the same as that of U , i.e., O(1),O(l�1),O(l�2) for PMPY, Golestanian and VE,
respectively.

5. Mixed controls result in more net translation and better performance.
All three models have two degrees of freedom, which are of two types – a change in
the arm length l̇, or a change in the sphere radius ȧ. Di↵erent combinations of the
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The volume conservation constraint reads

v̇1 + v̇2 + v̇3 = 0 (23)

and (19 � 23) lead to the following asymptotic solution for the swimming velocity
of the model [42].

U =
(a1 + a2 �

3
4a3)v̇1 � (a3 + a2 �

3
4a1)v̇3

4⇡l2(a1 + a2 + a3)
(24)

Next, we consider the power P ⌘
R T
0 f(t)U(t)dt required to propel the swimmer.

The stress on the surface of the expanding sphere is � = µv̇/(⇡a3) [7], and therefore
the power required to expand one sphere is

4⇡a2�ȧ = �v̇ =
4µ

3v
v̇2 (25)

Therefore the total instantaneous power expended by the swimmer in transferring
volumes between the spheres is

P =
4µ

3

h v̇21
v1

+
v̇22
v2

+
v̇23
v3

i
=

µ

⇡

h⇣ 1

a31
+

1

a32

⌘
v̇21 +

2

a32
v̇1v̇3 +

⇣ 1

a32
+

1

a33

⌘
v̇23

i
. (26)

Finally we define the performance of a stroke � as the ratio of the translation
per cycle to the energy expended in a cycle.

e =
|
R T
0 U(t)dt|

R T
0 P (t)dt

(27)

This has units of 1/force.
When the volume changes are small several conclusions can be reached analyt-

ically [42, 41]. Since a swimming stroke is a closed path in the v1 � v3 plane or
equivalently, a closed path in the a1 � a3 plane, we find the following relation be-
tween the di↵erential displacement d̄x and the di↵erential controls (da1, da3) from
(24).

d̄X =
⇡

l2

h
a21
�
1�

7

4

a3
a1 + a2 + a3

�
da1 � a23

�
1�

7

4

a1
a1 + a2 + a3

�
da3

i
(28)

Here d̄X > 0 represents an infinitesimal displacement to the right in Fig. 2(d). The
bar in d̄X indicates that the di↵erential displacement is not an exact di↵erential.

To determine the direction of swimming, note that from equation (28) we may
assume, without loss of generality, that da3 = 0 and da1 > 0, which means that
sphere 3 does not change, and sphere 1 is expanding while sphere 2 is contracting.
For a2 large enough so that 1�7a3/(a1+a2+a3) > 0 always holds, we have d̄X > 0,
which means that the swimming direction is from sphere 1 to sphere 2. Hence we
have the following conclusion, which also applies to the PMPY swimmer.

Conclusion 1. When only one pair of adjacent spheres is involved in volume ex-

change, and when the central sphere is large enough, the direction of swimming is

always from the expanding sphere to the contracting one.

Next, using Stokes’ theorem, the translation �X corresponding to an infinitesimal
closed loop is

�X =
7⇡

4l2

h
a21@a3

a3
a1 + a2 + a3

+ a23@a1

a1
a1 + a2 + a3

i
da1 ^ da3 (29)

total volume in all spheres are the same, and the 
stroke amplitudes are the same for each mode. 
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Thermally Driven Elastic Micromachines
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We discuss the directional motion of an elastic three-sphere micromachine in which the spheres are in equilibrium
with independent heat baths having different temperatures. Even in the absence of prescribed motion of springs, such a
micromachine can gain net motion purely because of thermal fluctuations. A relation connecting the average velocity
and the temperatures of the spheres is analytically obtained. This velocity can also be expressed in terms of the average
heat flows in the steady state. Our model suggests a new mechanism for the locomotion of micromachines in
nonequilibrium biological systems.

Microswimmers are tiny machines that swim in a fluid,
such as sperm cells or motile bacteria, and are expected to be
applied to microfluidics and microsystems.1) By transforming
chemical energy into mechanical work, these objects change
their shape and move in viscous environments. Over the
length scale of micromachines, the fluid forces acting on
them are governed by viscous dissipation. According to
Purcell’s scallop theorem,2) time-reversal body motion
cannot be used for locomotion in a Newtonian fluid. As
one of the simplest models exhibiting broken time-reversal
symmetry, Najafi and Golestanian proposed a three-sphere
swimmer,3,4) in which three in-line spheres are linked by two
arms of varying length. Recently, Pande et al. and the present
authors independently proposed a generalized three-sphere
microswimmer in which the spheres are connected by two
elastic springs.5,6)

In the previous three-sphere microswimmer models, either
the arm lengths or the natural lengths of the springs were
assumed to undergo prescribed cyclic motions.3–6) Such
active motions can lead to net locomotion if the swimming
strokes are nonreciprocal. From a practical point of view,
however, it is not a simple task to implement these motions at
micron length scales. Another approach for extending the
Najafi–Golestanian model is to consider the arm motions as
occurring stochastically.7–10) Although proteins or enzymes
are naturally designed to include such sophisticated molecu-
lar mechanisms, it is still a substantial challenge to construct
them artificially. It should also be noted that thermal
agitations due to surrounding fluids become more significant
at these small scales.

In this letter, by using an elastic three-sphere micro-
machine,5,6) we suggest a new mechanism for locomotion
that is purely induced by thermal fluctuations. To highlight
this effect, we do not consider any prescribed motion of the
natural lengths.6) On the other hand, the key assumption in
our model is that the three spheres are in equilibrium with
independent heat baths having different temperatures. In this
case, heat transfer occurs from a hotter sphere to a colder one,
driving the whole system out of equilibrium. We show that a
combination of heat transfer and hydrodynamic interactions
among the spheres can lead to directional locomotion in the
steady state. We analytically obtain the expression for the
average velocity in terms of the sphere temperatures. Our
finding is further confirmed by numerical simulations. Since
our model has a similarity to a class of thermal ratchet models

that have been intensively studied before,11–13) the suggested
mechanism is relevant to nonequilibrium dynamics of
proteins and enzymes in biological systems.

As schematically shown in Fig. 1, we consider a three-
sphere micromachine and take into account the elasticity in
the internal spring motions.5,6) This model consists of three
hard spheres of radius a connected by two harmonic springs
A and B with spring constants KA and KB, respectively. The
natural length of the springs, ‘, is assumed to be constant.
The total energy is given by

E ¼ KA

2
ðx2 # x1 # ‘Þ2 þ KB

2
ðx3 # x2 # ‘Þ2; ð1Þ

where xiðtÞ (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) are the positions of the three spheres
in a one-dimensional coordinate system and we assume x1 <
x2 < x3 without loss of generality. Owing to the hydro-
dynamic interactions, each sphere exerts a force on the
viscous fluid of shear viscosity η and experiences an opposite
force from it. In general, the surrounding medium can be
viscoelastic,14) but such an effect is not included in this letter.

We consider a situation in which the three spheres are in
equilibrium with independent heat baths at temperatures Ti.
When these temperatures are different, the system is driven
out of equilibrium because a heat flux is generated from a
hotter sphere to a colder one. Denoting the velocity of each
sphere by _xi, we can write the equations of motion of the
three spheres as

_x1 ¼
KA

6!"a
ðx2 # x1 # ‘Þ # KA

4!"

ðx2 # x1 # ‘Þ
x2 # x1

þ KB

4!"

ðx3 # x2 # ‘Þ
x2 # x1

# KB

4!"

ðx3 # x2 # ‘Þ
x3 # x1

þ #1; ð2Þ

a

η
KA KB

x1 x2 x3

T1 T2 T3

Fig. 1. (Color online) Thermally driven elastic three-sphere micromachine
in a fluid of viscosity η. Three spheres of radius a are connected by two
harmonic springs with elastic constants KA and KB. The time-dependent
positions of the spheres are denoted by xiðtÞ (i ¼ 1; 2; 3) in a one-dimensional
coordinate system. Importantly, the three spheres are in equilibrium with
independent heat baths at temperatures Ti.
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Odd Microswimmer
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We propose a model for a thermally driven microswimmer in which three
spheres are connected by two springs with odd elasticity. We demonstrate
that the presence of odd elasticity leads to the directional locomotion of the
stochastic microswimmer.

Although micromachines such as proteins and enzymes
experience the influence of strong thermal fluctuations, they
often exhibit directional locomotion under nonequilibrium
conditions.1) To elucidate this type of phenomena, we
previously proposed a thermally driven elastic microswimmer
consisting of three spheres.2) In this model, the three spheres
were assumed to be in equilibrium with independent heat
baths characterized by different temperatures.

Recently, Scheibner et al. introduced the concept of “odd
elasticity”, which can arise from active and nonreciprocal
interactions.3) Importantly, the odd part of the elastic constant
tensor quantifies the amount of work extracted along
quasistatic deformation cycles. In this paper, we propose a
novel type of thermally driven microswimmer in which the
three spheres are connected with springs having not only even
elasticity,4) but also odd elasticity.3) We explicitly demon-
strate that the proposed stochastic “odd microswimmer” can
exhibit a directional locomotion as a result of odd elasticity.
Additionally, we provide a simple physical interpretation of
the average velocity within the nonequilibrium statistical
physics.

Consider a three-sphere microswimmer in which the
positions of the three spheres of radius a are given by xi
(i ¼ 1; 2; 3) in a one-dimensional coordinate system (see
Fig. 1).5) These three spheres are connected by two springs
that exhibit both even and odd elasticity. We denote the two
spring extensions as uA ¼ x2 " x1 " ‘ and uB ¼ x3 " x2 " ‘,
where ‘ is the natural length. Then, the forces FA and FB
conjugate to uA and uB, respectively, are given by F! ¼
"K!"u" (!; " ¼ A;B). For an odd spring, the elastic constant
K!" is given by3)

K!" ¼ K e#!" þ Ko$!"; ð1Þ

where K e and Ko are the even and odd elastic constants,
respectively, in the 2D configuration space spanned by uA and
uB (unlike the real 2D space in Ref. 3), #!" is the Kronecker
delta, and $!" is the 2D Levi-Civita tensor with $AA ¼
$BB ¼ 0 and $AB ¼ "$BA ¼ 1. The presence of odd elasticity
Ko in Eq. (1) reflects the nonreciprocal interaction between
the two springs such that uA and uB influence each other in a
different manner.6) The forces fi acting on each sphere are
given by f1 ¼ "FA, f2 ¼ FA " FB, and f3 ¼ FB. These forces
satisfy the force-free condition, i.e., f1 þ f2 þ f3 ¼ 0.

The odd microswimmer described above is immersed in a
fluid with a shear viscosity of η and temperature T. Then the
equations of motion for each sphere are given by2,4,5)

_xi ¼ Mij fj þ %i; ð2Þ
where _xi ¼ dxi=dt and Mij are the hydrodynamic mobility
coefficients5)

Mij ¼
1=ð6&'aÞ (i ¼ j)

1=ð4&'jxi " xjjÞ (i ≠ j)

(

: ð3Þ

In Eq. (2), the Gaussian white-noise sources %i have zero
mean h%iðtÞi ¼ 0, and their correlations satisfy the following
fluctuation–dissipation theorem:

h%iðtÞ%jðt 0Þi ¼ 2kBTMij#ðt " t 0Þ; ð4Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
It is convenient to introduce the characteristic time scale

( ¼ 6&'a=K e and the ratio between the two spring constants
) ¼ K o=K e. In the following analysis, we assume uA; uB &
‘ and a & ‘, and focus solely on the leading-order
contribution. The total velocity of the microswimmer is
given by V ¼ ð _x1 þ _x2 þ _x3Þ=3. After taking the statistical
average and using Eqs. (1)–(3), we obtain2)

hVi ¼ a

8‘2(
½hu2Bi " hu2Ai þ )ð3hu2Bi þ 3hu2Ai " 2huAuBiÞ(

þO½ða=‘Þ2; ðu=‘Þ3(; ð5Þ

where we use huAi ¼ huBi ¼ 0.
The equal-time correlation functions appearing in Eq. (5)

can be obtained from the reduced Langevin equations for
_uA ¼ _x2 " _x1 and _uB ¼ _x3 " _x2 as

_u! ¼ !!"u" þ "! þO½a=‘(; ð6Þ

where !!" and "! are

! ¼ " 1

(

2 þ ) "1 þ 2)

"1 " 2) 2 " )

 !

; " ¼
%2 " %1

%3 " %2

 !

: ð7Þ

Notice that !!" is nonreciprocal, i.e., !AB ≠ !BA when ) ≠ 0.
By solving Eq. (6) in the Fourier domain and using Eq. (4),
we obtain the following equal-time correlation functions:2)

hu2Ai ¼
kBT

K e 1 " )

2ð1 þ )2Þ

! "
þO½a=‘(; ð8Þ

hu2Bi ¼
kBT

K e 1 þ )

2ð1 þ )2Þ

! "
þO½a=‘(; ð9Þ

huAuBi ¼ " kBT

K e

)2

2ð1 þ )2Þ
þO½a=‘(: ð10Þ

Here, we neglect the cross-correlations h%i%ji with i ≠ j
because they only contribute to higher orders in a=‘. When
) ¼ 0, the above expressions reduce to hu2Ai ¼ hu2Bi ¼
kBT=K e and huAuBi ¼ 0, reproducing the thermal equi-
librium situation. We have hu2Ai < hu2Bi when ) > 0, because
the effective elastic constant of spring A is greater than that
of spring B.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Odd microswimmer in a fluid with a viscosity η and
temperature T. Three spheres of radius a are connected by two springs with a
natural length ‘. Each spring has both even elastic constantKe and odd elastic
constant Ko. The positions of the spheres are denoted as xi (i ¼ 1; 2; 3), and
the spring extensions with respect to ‘ are denoted as uA and uB.
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• Purcell’s swimmer with odd-elasticity: 
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(b)

(c)

(a)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of Purcell’s three-link swimmer. (b) An
example trajectory of each end of the three rods in self-organized
swimming (in the −x direction) for a pusher swimmer with γ > γc.
(c) Rod shape of the same swimmer as (b) superimposed with its
left-most rod end being translated to the origin. The colors indicate
the time increment over one beat period.

odd-elastic material under fluctuations, motivated by bio-
logical and artificial swimmers, including sperm, Chlamy-
domonas, and Janus particles [35–38] whose shape gaits are
characterized by a noisy limit cycle. Finally, we will describe
a general odd-elastic material with an arbitrary number of
degrees of freedom, show that the odd elasticity produces
net locomotion from random noise and derive a swimming
formula that provides ensemble-averaged swimming velocity
as a coupling of the swimmer gauge field and probability
current in the shape space.

II. PURCELL’S SWIMMER WITH ODD ELASTICITY

The three-link model swimmer, known as Purcell’s swim-
mer [17], consists of three slender rods of lengths "1, "2, and
"3 connected by two hinges, as shown in Fig. 1(a), which also
introduces lengthscale L = "1 + "2 + "3. We denote the posi-
tion of the end of the first rod as (x, y) and the angle from the x
axis as θ . The relative angles at the two hinges are denoted as
α1 and α2. We assume the hinges are elastic [25] and linearly
related to the relative angles so that the ez component of the
elastic torque is given by Tα = Kαβαβ , with Greek indices de-
noting the degrees of freedom for the shape, as α,β = {1, 2}.
This linear elastic hinge at the linkage may be regarded as
a coarse-grained representation of the Euler-Bernoulli consti-
tutive relation [39–41]. To ensure that the object relaxes to
an equilibrium configuration in the absence of odd elasticity,
we assume the matrix Kαβ to be positive-definite. Moreover,
following previous studies [10,19], we consider a simple form
of the elasticity matrix as

Kαβ = κeδαβ + κoεαβ, (1)

where κe and κo are the even and odd-elastic moduli, δαβ is
the Kronecker delta, and εαβ is the two-dimensional antisym-
metric tensor. We will henceforth write the ratio of the two
elastic moduli as γ = κo/κe. Note that the κe is assumed to be
positive, but κo may be an arbitrary real number.

To show the equations of swimming dynamics, which obey
the steady Stokes equations of low-Reynolds-number flow,
we introduce the body-fixed coordinates {ex0, ey0, ez0} whose
origin is located at the end of the first rod. Using the resis-
tive force theory and force- and torque-free condition for the
swimmer, its dynamics are given in the body-fixed coordinates

by

−M(α1,α2)ż = Lz, (2)

where z = (x0, y0, θ ,α1,α2)T and the dot represents the time
derivative. The 5 × 5 matrix M can be taken as being sym-
metric, positive-definite, and dependent only on the shape
parameters α1 and α2, with a further description of its proper-
ties being provided in Appendix A. We hereafter use Roman
indices for the rigid motion in the physical space such as
i, j = {1, 2, 3} to distinguish them from the Greek indices
for the shape space. The matrix L includes the elasticity
matrix such that L3+α,3+β = Kαβ and the other components
of L are zero. From the matrix structure of the dynamics (2),
the solution is formally obtained by inverting the matrix M.
Letting N = M−1, we can decompose the equations into those
for rigid motion and shape deformation, with z0 = (x0, y0, θ )T

and α = (α1,α2)T, as

ż0 = −PKα and α̇ = −QKα, (3)

where Piα = Ni,3+α and Qαβ = N3+α,3+β . The second equa-
tion of (3) is closed with respect to the shape angles, whereas
the first equation has an alternative form, ż0 = PQ−1α̇ that is
not explicitly dependent on the elastic matrix and identical to
the kinematic problem.

III. SELF-ORGANIZED SWIMMING AS A STABLE
LIMIT CYCLE

Numerical explorations revealed that the Purcell swimmer
can swim in a self-organized manner. Such a periodic loco-
motion only occurs when the swimmer shape has fore-aft
asymmetry, i.e., l1 #= l3. In Fig. 1(b), sample trajectories of
the ends of the rods are shown with stable periodic shape gait
[Fig. 1(c)]. With the rod lengths "1 > "3 ∼ "2 and γ > 0, the
object can swim towards the left end (negative ex axis) as the
beating wave travels down towards the right [Fig. 1(b)]. The
right-most rod vigorously oscillates like a pusher swimmer,
such as sperm cells. With the reversed sign of odd elasticity
(γ < 0), the swimming direction is also reversed with its
oscillatory part being ahead of the longest rod, like a puller
swimmer, such as Leishmania [42]. Of note, the pusher or
puller behavior of the swimmer, as well as the swimming
direction, depends not only on the sign of γ , but also on the
swimmer’s geometry. In the puller case, we did not observe
stable swimming, [see Fig. 2(b)], in the sense that the swim-
mer either exhibits unstable trajectories with the α angles
amplifying until the links overlap, or eventually reaches the
zero equilibrium. Here, the decay to this equilibrium becomes
notably slow, scaling roughly with O(1/

√
t ) as |γ | tends to

infinity.
We now proceed to a bifurcation analysis of the elas-

tohydrodynamic dynamical system. Around the equilibrium
straight configuration, the dynamics in the shape space (3) is
linearized, with Q(α = 0) denoted by Q0 and " = Q0K, to

α̇ = −"α. (4)

Noting that the matrix Q0 is symmetric, we obtain the eigen-
values of " as

λ = κe

2
[TrQ0 ±

√
(TrQ0)2 − 4(1 + γ 2) detQ0]. (5)
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• Squirmer model: Lighthill (1952), Blake (1971)
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interactions with at most one squirmer. As the concentration
is increased, interactions with multiple swimmers will
average out this negative correlation. The velocity correlation
function CeVðtÞ provides information on the short-time
dynamics of the swimmers, which can be related to that of
the tracers. However, it can also be useful to consider the
long-time dynamics of the swimmers. For this, we can
measure the (parallel) velocity correlation function within the
lab frame. These correlations show an exponential decay,
from which the average time between collisions can be
approximated. It is these collisions, which occur on a slow
time scale, that lead to the diffusive behavior in DTðtÞ / !#1

shown in Fig. 4. Using well-known results from kinetic gas
theory, one can then relate these mean collision times to the
effective collision radius of the swimmers. In this way, we
can see that the collision radius increases with j"j, and more
importantly, that it is smaller than the hard-sphere radius of
the swimmers.48) This reduced collision radius is understood
to be a consequence of the complicated collision dynamics
experienced by the swimmers.

6.2 Bulk collective motion
It is well known that squirmers tend to show polar order, or

a collective alignment of their swimming directions, when the
absolute value of their swimming parameter α is sufficiently
small. This is one of the most intriguing features of the
system, since squirmers have no explicit particle–particle
alignment interactions, in contrast to a Vicsek-type model.
Thus, such collective motion is a consequence of the
hydrodynamic interactions and the excluded volume effects.
The degree of polar order is usually quantified by using the
following polar order parameter P:

P ¼ 1

Np

XNp

i

êi

!!!!!

!!!!!

* +

; ð35Þ

where Np denotes the number of particles and êi is the
swimming direction of particle i. When all particles are
swimming along the same direction, we have P ¼ 1, and for
disordered isotropic systems, we have P % P0 ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Np

p
. The

polar order P will be a function of α and the volume fraction
φ. A detailed investigation of this dependence can be found
in Refs. 77 and 78. Figure 6 shows the result we have
obtained for the polar order as a function of α for three
different volume fractions, ’ ¼ 6, 13, and 38%.77) As shown

here, P takes the highest value at " ¼ 0 and decreases with
increasing absolute value of α. In addition, pushers show a
faster decay than pullers. Measuring P as a function of φ at
constant α, we can observe an order=disorder phase transition
at a critical volume fraction ’c, as can be seen for the cases of
weak pushers (e.g., " % 0:3). We have also seen that such
critical behaviors can vary between swimmer types: pushers
show different values of ’c depending on the value of α, and
intermediate pullers (e.g., " ’ 0:6) maintain a nonzero value
of P even at very high φ, at which point the other swimmers
will typically show no ordering.

The fact that we observe a nonzero polar order at very low
volume fractions (’ % 6%) suggests that this order can be
achieved only through repeated binary collisions since many
particle interactions can be ignored at this concentration. To
test this, we have performed a detailed analysis of the binary
collision dynamics for various values of α. Simulations for
a system of two particles, labeled i and i0, were carried
out for various pseudo-2D (in-plane) geometries to generate
data for the collision dynamics. From this, we have
derived the conditional probability distribution function
Pcð#$i; #$i0 j#inði; i0ÞÞ, which gives the conditional probability
for a change in the orientation #$i; #$i0 of the particles given
the relative incoming angle #inði; i0Þ. Then, a simplified
binary collision model (BCM) is composed under the
following two approximations. First, we assume a two-
dimensional (2D) system [even though the collision data was
obtained from three-dimensional (3D) simulations, the
collisions geometries were all 2D], and second, we consider
the dilute limit, where only binary collisions take place.
Under these assumptions, the information about the position
of the particles can be neglected, and we can regard them as
point particles with only directional information (giving their
orientation). At each step of this simulation, two randomly
chosen particles experience “a collision” and change
orientations according to Pc. In summary, the system
dynamics is defined by the following equations:

$iðs þ 1Þ ¼ $iðsÞ þ #$i;

$i0 ðs þ 1Þ ¼ $i0 ðsÞ þ #$i0 ;

$kðs þ 1Þ ¼ $kðsÞ; ð36Þ
where $i is the orientation of particle i and subscript k is the
index for particles not selected to collide. After a sufficiently
large number of collisions, the system shows a steady state.
Although a similar binary collision analysis for squirmer

Fig. 5. (Color online) Normalized velocity correlation functions for a
dilute mixture of inert tracers in a suspension of pullers (" ¼ 2). The
correlation for the tracers is given by CVðtÞ (solid), and that of the swimmers
is given by CeVðtÞ (dash). Time is in units of %a. Figure from Ref. 55.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Bulk polar order Pð"Þ for ’ ¼ 6% (solid line), 13%
(light dashed line), and 38% (dark dashed line) as a function of α. Results for
the BCM are given as circles. Figure from Ref. 77.
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smallest volume fraction which corresponds to Np = 500,
the value of P0 is less than 0.05), the decays in P are
not related to the fact that we use different values of Np.
We note that continuum theories predict an unstable long
wavelength ordering, with no global order in the limit of
infinitely large systems [39]. However, we consider that
the finite size effects, if they exist, will not lead to qual-
itatively different results. This is supported by the fact
that the pair distribution function decays very fast for
most squirmer dispersions (see Supplementary Material).
Only in the case of pullers do, we measure a long-range
correlation which might suffer from finite size effects. In
fact, these effects were studied in detail by Alarcón [17],
who nevertheless showed that the polar order converges to
a non-zero value as the system size is increased. The dis-
crepancies with the continuum predictions are likely due
to the absence of the finite particle volume term in such
theories, which only take into account the long-range hy-
drodynamic interactions. While these long-ranged interac-
tions tend to destabilize the global ordering, in squirmer
dispersions they are screened by neighboring particles, al-
lowing the system to maintain its order, even for very large
systems.

3.2 Binary collision analysis

Taking into account the fact that at low volume fractions,
two-body interactions are dominant, we can expect that
the observed polar order in bulk is due to binary colli-
sions. This is supported by the fast decay in the spatial
correlations of the particle velocities. In the Supplemen-
tary Material, we show results for the velocity correla-
tions of systems at ϕ = 0.06 for both squirmers and in-
ert sedimenting colloids. For the squirmers, regardless of
the swimming parameter α, the correlation is non-zero
only in the close vicinity of the particle, while the cor-
relation length for the colloidal systems extends to sev-
eral particles diameters. Such short-ranged correlations
for swimmers at low volume fractions suggest that only
binary collisions can lead to the polar order observed in
bulk. To verify the hypothesis proposed above, we first
conducted an intensive analysis on the binary collision
of squirmers with varying values of α. For this, we con-
ducted simulations with only two squirmers in a quasi–
two-dimensional setup, where particles are confined to a
2D plane, while the computational domain is fully three
dimensional. Then, we tried to construct a simplified bi-
nary collision model (BCM) using the data obtained by
this analysis. We note that a similar binary collision anal-
ysis for pullers has been done by Ishikawa et al. [29]. We
have extended their work to pushers and neutral swim-
mers and made direct comparison between the BCM and
the bulk DNS results.

We have carried out 3D DNS for a pair of particles
with various collision geometries and α values. Given the
symmetry of the problem, the two particles will move in
a 2D plane (defined by the two orientation vectors). We
considered collisions of two particles labeled A and B. The
precise parametrization we have used to describe the colli-

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the collision geometry.

sion is given in fig. 2, where three sets of angles have been
defined, ψj , δχj (j ∈ {A,B} is the particle label) and
ϑin/out. The initial configuration of the system is speci-
fied by ψj , the angles between the direction of motion and
the center-to-center distance vector at the initial state.
These angles determine whether particles start swimming
towards or away from each other. The information for the
change in the swimming direction of each particle is given
by δχj . Then, the relative orientation of particles when the
collision event starts/ends is represented by ϑin/out. Due
to the long-range nature of the hydrodynamic interactions,
particles can alter their directions even without touching,
in contrast to collisions in a gas of hard-sphere particles.
Therefore, there is no unique way to define a “collision”
between particles. In this work, we define a characteristic
distance dc that is the threshold distance under which par-
ticles are considered to be colliding: a collision event has
started when the distance between the two particles be-
comes less than dc, and it lasts until the distance exceeds
this value (see fig. 2). Thus, dc should be large enough that
hydrodynamic interactions can be neglected when the dis-
tance between the particles exceeds dc.

The parameters for the binary collision are determined
as follows. The initial particle distance was set to d0 =
16∆ = 4σ, and the collision threshold to dc = 15∆. The
value of dc is determined to be big enough so that we can
safely ignore the hydrodynamic interactions if the particle-
particle distance is greater than dc (above this value, par-
ticles hardly change their orientations). The value of d0 is
determined so that swimmers have obtained their steady-
state velocity when the inter-particle distance becomes dc.
The initial geometry was varied by changing ψj in inter-
vals of π/12, for 0 ≤ ψA ≤ π and −π ≤ ψB ≤ π. To take
into account the symmetry of the system, we label one of
the particles (A) as a reference particle, and take ψA ≥ 0,
while ψB is defined as

ψB =sign (PAB · êA) sign (PAB · êB) |arccos (r̂AB · êB)| ,
(9)

where rAB = rB − rA, PAB is the projection operator
(with I the identity operator)

PAB = I − r̂AB r̂AB (10)

and sign(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and sign(x) = −1 for x < 0. As
mentioned above, we use a caret to denote unit vectors.
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Squirmer in viscoelastic fluid
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Y. Matsuoka, Y. Nakayama, and T. Kajiwara, Soft Matter (2020)

Oldroyd-B model
The Oldroyd-B model is a constitutive model used to describe the flow of viscoelastic fluids. This model
can be regarded as an extension of the upper-convected Maxwell model and is equivalent to a fluid filled
with elastic bead and spring dumbbells. The model is named after its creator James G. Oldroyd.[1]

The model can be written as:

where:

 is the deviatoric part of the stress tensor;
 is the relaxation time;

 is the retardation time = ;

 is the upper-convected time derivative of stress tensor:

;

 is the fluid velocity;
 is the total viscosity composed of solvent and polymer components, ;

 is the deformation rate tensor or rate of strain tensor, .

The model can also be written split into polymeric (viscoelastic) part separately from the solvent part:[2]

.

where

Whilst the model gives good approximations of viscoelastic fluids in shear flow, it has an unphysical
singularity in extensional flow, where the dumbbells are infinitely stretched. This is, however, specific to
idealised flow; in the case of a cross-slot geometry the extensional flow is not ideal, so the stress, although
singular, remains integrable, i.e. the stress is infinite in a correspondingly infinitely small region.[3]

If the solvent viscosity is zero, the Oldroyd-B becomes the upper-convected Maxwell model.

1. Oldroyd, James (Feb 1950). "On the Formulation of Rheological Equations of State".
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical
Sciences. 200 (1063): 523–541. Bibcode:1950RSPSA.200..523O (https://ui.adsabs.harvard.
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T. Kobayashi (on-going)
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Squirmer in viscoelastic fluid
T. Kobayashi (on-going)

Squirmer with only rotlet dipole
𝜎** − 𝜎++ 𝜎** − 𝜎,, 𝜎,, − 𝜎++

Neutral squirmer with the rotlet dipole

𝜎** − 𝜎,, 𝜎,, − 𝜎++𝜎** − 𝜎++
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Efficient propulsion in viscoelastic media
T. Kobayashi (in future)
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• DDFT model: 
Menzel, Saha, Hoell, Löwen, JCP 144, 024115 (2016)

024115-2 Menzel et al. J. Chem. Phys. 144, 024115 (2016)

yet by directly assigning an e↵ective drive to the individual
constituents.40,41,78,79 What is missing at the moment is
a DDFT that brings together these two approaches and
addresses suspensions of active microswimmers. This means,
a DDFT that contains active propulsion via self-induced
fluid flows, including the resulting hydrodynamic interactions
between the swimmers. We close this gap in the present
work.

For this purpose, as a first step, a simple minimum
model microswimmer must be introduced that propels via
self-induced fluid flows. This step is performed in Sec. II.
Moreover, the resulting hydrodynamic and additional soft
steric interactions between these swimmers are clarified,
together with a confining trapping potential. In Sec. III, we
derive our statistical theory in the form of a DDFT. Our starting
point is the microscopic Smoluchowski equation for the
interacting individual model microswimmers. Next, in Sec. IV,
details of a two-dimensional numerical implementation
are listed together with the numerical results presented
for a system under spherically symmetric confinement. In
agreement with previous particle-based simulations80,81 we
observe a rotational symmetry breaking in certain parameter
ranges, which can be identified as a “hydrodynamic fluid
pump.” An additional novel instability of this state is identified.
Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

To derive our theory, we consider a dilute suspension of
N identical self-propelled microswimmers at low Reynolds
number.82 In particular, hydrodynamic interactions between
these swimmers are to be included. The self-propulsion of
a microswimmer is concatenated to self-induced fluid flows
in the surrounding medium. This represents a major source
of hydrodynamic interaction between di↵erent swimmers. To
capture the e↵ect, it is necessary to specify the geometry of the
individual microswimmers, which sets the self-induced fluid
flows. We proceed by first introducing a maximally reduced
model microswimmer and then formulating the resulting
interactions between pairs of such swimmers.

A. Individual microswimmer

To keep the derivation and presentation of the theory in the
Secs. II and III as simple as possible, we introduce a minimum
model microswimmer as depicted in Fig. 1. Similar setups
were mentioned in Refs. 56 and 83–85. Each microswimmer
consists of a spherical body of hydrodynamic radius a. The
swimmer body is subjected to hydrodynamic drag with respect
to surrounding fluid flows. In this way, the swimmer can be
convected by external flow fields. One way of self-convection
is to generate a self-induced fluid flow. For this purpose,
each microswimmer features two active force centers. They
are located at a distance L from each other on a symmetry
axis that has orientation n̂ and runs through the center of the
swimmer body. The two force centers exert two antiparallel
forces +f and �f, respectively, onto the surrounding fluid
and set it into motion. Summing up the two forces, we find

FIG. 1. Individual model microswimmer. The spherical swimmer body of
hydrodynamic radius a is subjected to hydrodynamic drag. Two active point-
like force centers exert active forces +f and �f onto the surrounding fluid.
This results in a self-induced fluid flow indicated by small light arrows. L
is the distance between the two force centers. The whole setup is axially
symmetric with respect to the axis n̂. If the swimmer body is shifted along
n̂ out of the geometric center, leading to distances ↵L and (1�↵)L to the
two force centers, it feels a net self-induced hydrodynamic drag. The mi-
croswimmer then self-propels. In the depicted state (pusher), fluid is pushed
outward. Upon inversion of the two forces, fluid is pulled inward (puller).
We consider soft isotropic steric interactions between the swimmer bodies of
typical interaction range �, implying an e↵ective steric swimmer radius of
�/2.

that the microswimmer exerts a vanishing net force onto the
fluid. Moreover, since fkn̂, there is no net active torque.86

The force centers are point-like and do not experience any
hydrodynamic drag.

Self-propulsion is now achieved by shifting the swimmer
body along n̂ out of the geometric center. We introduce a
parameter ↵ to quantify this shift, see Fig. 1. The distances
between the body center and the force centers are now ↵L and
(1 � ↵)L, respectively. We confine ↵ to the interval [0,0.5].
For ↵ = 0.5, the body is symmetrically located between the
two force centers, and no net self-induced motion occurs. This
geometry is called shaker.56,84 For ↵ , 0.5, the symmetry is
broken. The swimmer body feels a net self-induced fluid
flow due to the proximity to one of the two force centers.
Due to the resulting self-induced hydrodynamic drag on the
swimmer body, the swimmer self-propels. In the depicted
state of outward oriented forces, the swimmer pushes the fluid
outward and is called a pusher.56 Inverting the forces, the
swimmer pulls fluid inward and is termed a puller.56

B. Hydrodynamic interactions

We now consider an assembly of N interacting identical
self-propelled model microswimmers, suspended in a viscous,
incompressible fluid at low Reynolds number.82 The flow
profile within the system then follows Stokes’ equation:87

� ⌘r2v(r, t) + rp(r, t) =
NX

i=1

fi(ri, n̂i, t). (1)

Here, t denotes time and r any spatial position in the
suspension, while, on the left-hand side, v(r, t) gives the
corresponding fluid flow velocity field. ⌘ is the viscosity of
the fluid and p(r, t) is the pressure field. On the right-hand
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Spherical micro-swimmer with rotlet
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